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Visit us for your next 
Vacation or Get-Away!
Four Rooms Complete 
with Private Hot Tubs 

& Outdoor Patios

OPEN
ALL 

YEAR!

Three Rooms at $80
One Suite at $120

www.bucciavineyard.com

JOIN US FOR LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT ALL 

WEEKEND!
Appetizers & Full Entree 

Menu
See Back Cover For Full Info

www.grandrivercellars.com

Live Entertainment Fridays & Saturdays!

www.debonne.com
See Back Cover For Full Info

4573 Rt. 307 East, Harpersfi eld, Ohio
440.415.0661

Sun-Thurs 12-6

Live Music Weekends

Winery Open daily at Noon 
Year Round
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Connect 534 
was designed around 

creating and marketing 
new events along 
State Route 534; 

The City of Geneva, 
Geneva Township, 

Geneva-on-the-Lake &
Harpersfield Township. 

Connect 534 
is working hard to 

promote local busi-
nesses and involve the 
community in new and 
revitalized events and 

programs.

Check our 
website for 

more information! 
www.connect534.com

or contact: Kari Wetzel

email:kari.wetzel1@gmail.com

Thank you to all those who 
helped to make the 2015 

Daffodil Project a success! 
We look forward to seeing 
the 534 Corridor bloom in 

the spring!

The Daffodil
Project

~Continued on page 11

Fall/Winter Tasting Room hours:
Closed Mondays

Open Tuesday-Sunday 11-6
JOIN US FOR LUNCH!

Tuesday-Saturday 11-4pm

HOLIDAY PARTIES!
Looking for a fun, fresh, and local place to 
throw your holiday party? Look no further! 

Let Chef Michael impress your guests 
with delicious food while you enjoy one of 
our 35 Ohio Wines! Pairings is currently 

taking reservations, contact  
info@pairingsohio.com for more details.

CHEF MICHAEL'S
HOLIDAY FEAST

Friday, Dec. 18 •  5:30-7:30
Stressed out over all your holiday 
cooking? Take a night off and let 
Chef Michael Lorah prepare a 

delicious four course meal paired 
with your favorite Ohio wines. 

Tickets are limited to the first 14 
people and are $65.00 which 

includes the food as well as the 
wine. This event will sell out so 
call ahead to reserve your spot! 
Reception period begins at 5:30.

PAIRINGS

440.361.2222
 North on Rt. 534 from I-90 exit 218
Turn left at the Soldiers & Sailors 

into Parings.

       Starting out as the Tri-County Voice, the very fi rst issue 
displayed a large blue question mark with the title “Who are 
We?” across the cover. Modeled after a Cleveland entertainment 
magazine, but by no means competition, the founders set out on 
a mission to give the Lake, Ashtabula and Geauga Counties their 
own small guide to entertainment. That fi rst cover is on display 
at The Old Mill Winery in Geneva if anyone is curious.
        Blazing a trail and trying to make businesses feel secure 
spending their hard earned dollars for advertising with the new 
kids on the block wasn’t easy for founders, Mark and Rachelle 
Snodgrass, but they did it. As time went by and folks grew 
to love the publication the name was changed but the solid 
foundation carried through for seven years. Many of the 
venues that chose to advertise in the Voice in the beginning 
are still on board 15 years later.
       As second owners of what became the “North Coast 
Voice” our job has been to maintain what was implemented 
and take it to the next level. That was accomplished through 
wider distribution and a strong online presence. We are 
committed to printing positive news and information about 
all things music, art, dining, and leisure. New ideas and 
contributions have always been welcome.
       The Lost Sheep was the fi rst band to be interviewed for 
the new entertainment magazine on a blustery winter night in 
2000. The band was a favorite of Rachelle and Mark’s so they 
felt that was a great way to kick things off. Over the years many 
musicians, events, and venues have graced the cover and held 
pose in spotlight articles. Westside Steve, Elm St. Blues Band, 
Armstrong Bearcat, Vintage Ohio, Austin ‘Walkin’Cane, Ted 
Riser, Mr. Downchild, 1988, Old Mill Winery, Great Lakes 
Medieval Faire, Axel the Sot, Don Perry, the grand opening of 
the House of Blues, and the list goes on and on. 
       Sage - When I began writing for the North Coast Voice 
in 2003 the focus of my assignments were interviewing 
local bands and independent musicians. As one thing lead 
to another this connected me with performers from several 
genres of music. In addition to local cover bands I was 
introduced to the folk circuit and to some amazing guitar 
players such as Brian Henke, Neil Jacobs and Jim Volk. 
Being involved with the North Coast Voice has expanded 
my world and through that I have been able to share, and 
perhaps expand the knowledge of, a regional music scene with the readers. 
      One of my fondest memories as a staff writer for the magazine was attending the Grand 
Opening of the House of Blues in Cleveland. Prior to the party I visited the House of Blues, 
shortly before completion, to interview the general manager. There were rolled carpets yet to 
be placed, stacked chairs, and people throughout the building on scaffolding still painting. I 
was given a tour that included backstage rooms soon to be occupied by the entertainers. The 
interview went well and the story was well received but attending the Grand Opening Party was 
awesome! The Blues Brothers, Jim Belushi and Dan Aykroyd, were the featured entertainment 
but many others came to participate. There was an incredible spread of food served buffet style, 
open bar, and a packed house with most of the Cleveland’s elite. Not only is that a highlight 
from the “Voice” years it is without a doubt one of the highlights of my life! 
      With ownership of the magazine came many more duties and my focus changed to 
compilation, news from Ohio Wine Country, keeping advertisers happy, and making sure the 
North Coast Voice kept going and bringing the readers what they counted on in each issue.
The following comments and memories are from three of our long time staff writers:

By Sage Satori
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We would like to thank all of our sponsors and
encourage our readers to patronize the fine

businesses appearing in the North Coast VOICE.

Publisher
Carol Stouder

Editor
Sage Satori

editorial@northcoastvoice.com

Advertising & Marketing
advertising@northcoastvoice.com

Sage Satori
Mentor, Willoughby, Chardon area

Trenda Jones

Staff Writers
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Contributing Writers
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Sat. Dec 5 • 5:30-8pm
National Packard Car Museum
Rt. 45 Mahoning Ave • Warren, OH
MerryMaking Dinner Dance
330-394-1899 for info. 
 
Fri. Dec. 11 • 7:00-10pm
Deer's Leap • Harpersfield
OH Rt. 534
 
Sat .Dec. 12 • 7:00-10pm
Green Eagle • Davis Peck Rd.
Cortland, OH    
 
Sun. Dec. 13 • 2:30-5:30pm
Winery at Spring Hill
Rt. 84 • Geneva, OH 

TA   E IIK
Playing 50-60-70's

Favorites and Much More

For booking call Ellie
330-770-5613

www.takeii.com
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COME
DANCE!

Entertainment

DISC
JOCKEY

440-313-4801
trenda@TrendaRocks.com

TrendaRocks.com

DJ/Emcee, Trenda Jones
now booking Summer & Fall

Events • Private • Parties • Clubs

Emcee • Bands
Production
Multimedia

OLDIES
     DANCE
          CLASSIC ROCK
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By Don Perry

For full schedule
DonPerrySaxman.com

DON PERRY

Sat. Dec 12th
7:30-10:30

Grand River
Cellars

   Kosicek Vineyards
with Thomas Reed Smith

Ferrante Winery
Face Value Duo

440-361-4995

THANK YOU FOR AN AMAZING YEAR!

       The Cleveland Jazz Orchestra, now 
under the direction of Paul Ferguson, presents 
annual holiday shows at PlayHouse Square
“A Not So Silent Night” Dec 11th & 12th and 
“Jingle Bell Jazz” Dec 13th

      For 31 years, The Cleveland Jazz Orchestra has been Northeast 
Ohio’s premier jazz voice. The CJO promotes jazz in its historical 
and contemporary forms, through concerts with gifted jazz musicians, 
arrangers, composers and educators in northeast Ohio. This season 
exemplifi es this mission and vision through a variety of new music, 
new compositions and arrangements, and a stellar line-up of well-
known guest artists and young, up-and-coming talent!
     The goals of the CJO include; the celebration of jazz as a uniquely 
American art form, the cultural and intellectual enrichment of the 
communities they serve, and to inspire new generations of jazz 
listeners, players, teachers, and jazz lovers.
 CJO welcomes new Artistic Director, Paul Ferguson.
  After an exhaustive search of candidates from California to NYC, 
the CJO is proud to announce the appointment of Cleveland native 
and long-time CJO band member/arranger Paul Ferguson as Artistic 
Director.
      “Paul embodies all of the qualities the search committee had 
identifi ed for our next Artistic Director,” commented Joel Brotman, 
who headed up the search committee. “Paul’s dedication to the band, 
to Cleveland, and to jazz as both a historic and ever-evolving art form 
were unmatched by any other candidate.”
   Paul replaces Sean Jones, who served as CJO Artistic Director for 
fi ve fantastic seasons. During Sean’s tenure the CJO experienced 
growth in their audience, both in diversity and number.

 Paul Ferguson
  A graduate of the University of Akron 
and the Eastman School of Music, Paul 
has been director of Jazz Studies at Case 
Western Reserve University since 1988.
  Paul has traveled with the Tommy 
Dorsey and Glenn Miller bands as lead 
trombonist and arranger, and currently 
fi lls those functions with the Cleveland 
Jazz Orchestra. Paul has performed with 
the Canton Symphony, the Cleveland 
Orchestra, Cleveland Opera, the Ohio Chamber Orchestra, Apollos’s 
Fire, the Cleveland Chamber Brass, the New Hampshire Festival 
Orchestra and various groups across Northeast Ohio
  He has two recordings–”Blue Highways”, recorded with the RIAS 
Big Band of Berlin, and “Friends”, recorded with his own orchestra. 
He has also written three arrangements for the Cleveland Pops, for use 
on the Drew Carey show.

A Not-So-Silent Night:  
Peanuts & Pop Culture Christmas, featuring guest vocalist Evelyn 
Wright 
 A new take on our holiday tradition, as Paul Ferguson, Evelyn 
Wright, and the CJO create a cinematic salute to holidays. From 
Vince Guaraldi trio’s familiar arrangements in Charlie Brown 
Christmas, including Christmastime Is Here and Greensleeves 
to surprise ‘treats’ from all of your favorite holiday cartoons and 
movies, this nostalgic pop culture concert will hit all the right notes 
for the holidays!

Evelyn Wright
  A professional vocalist for 
over 25 years, Evelyn Wright 
entertains like no other in 
the styles of jazz, R&B and 
pop. She has opened for the 
likes of Mel Torme, Joan 
Rivers, Harry Belafonte, 
Freddie Jackson and Regina 
Belle, among others, and 
performs at the Tri-C Jazz 
Fest annually.
  Awards include “Most Promising Female Artist” and “Favorite 
Female R&B Artist” in 1993 from the Midwest Urban Music 
Awards and was voted Best Female vocalist in 1985 in conjunction 
with WCPN. Evelyn has toured throughout the US and Canada 
performing in the top nightclubs and concert halls, performed for 
First Lady Rosalyn Carter, and was honored by Mayor Mike White 
with a plaque in recognition of entertainment provided to the city of 
Cleveland.

Jingle Bell Jazz 
Jingle Bell Jazz Matinee goes (Pea)Nuts!
   “Yule” love this even more family friendly version of their 
celebrated holiday concert, featuring a shortened program and a 
popular interactive instrument “petting zoo,” holiday cartoon themed 
music from A Charlie Brown Christmas and more! 
  Visit www.playhousesquare.org for these and many more holiday 
spectaculars at Cleveland’s magnifi cent PlayHouse Square.
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By Donniella Winchell

Buccia
 Vineyard

www.bucciavineyard.com

Winery, Bed & Breakfast

Open10am-6pm Mon-Thurs
later on Friday & Saturday • Closed Sunday

518 Gore Rd. • Conneaut
440-593-5976

Taking
reservations

for
WINTER

B&B
Hot Tub
Rooms!

Pick up our
wine for 

your holiday
table!
��������

Time to stock up with our 
wine as we will be closed 

the month of January

Sat. Dec 5th: TBA
 

Sat. Dec 12th
Christmas Party

with
Larry, Darryl,

Darryl, & Cheryl

 Mon-Thur. Fri 5pm-12am
Saturday 12pm - 12am

Come Enjoy the Music!

(440) 964-9993

DEER’S LEAP WINERY

Steak & Seafood
Restaurant

Full Bar • Large Selection
of Domestic, Imported

& Craft Beer

1520 Harpersfield Road
 Geneva • 440-466-1248

www.deersleapwine.com

Fri. Dec. 4th - Pat Dublin
Sat. Dec. 5th - Porch Rockers
Fri. Dec. 11th - Take II
Sat. Dec. 12th - Sam and Gary

Open 7-Days-a-Week 
for Lunch & Dinner

Daily Specials at the Winery!

MONDAY: Taco Night
TUESDAY: $2.00 off Any Burger
WEDNESDAY: Wing Night
       Buy 1 lb. Wings, Get 1 lb. Free!
THURSDAY: Pasta Bar!
FRIDAY: AUCE Fish Fry
         Cole Slaw & French Fries $7.99
SATURDAY: Prime Rib Night $14.99
SUNDAY: Homestyle Specials are Back!

EAPP IINNERYIIINNENERY

SSSSttenn

blin
k

Live Bands
Fri & Sat! 

Come watch your team our Big screen TVs!

JOIN US
Monday-Friday
HAPPY HOUR 3-6
(Half Priced Appetisers
& Drink Specials!)

Pick up your
Holiday Dinner Wine

Samples available

   Holiday Entertaining
       Christmas week and New Years’ Day are traditional times when families come ‘home.’   
It is time to plan to both feed their appetites – and because we live in this glorious wine 
country, whet their palates with some of the best cool climate wines produce anywhere in the 
world. 
      Initially, you enhance fl avors in every dish with just a little local vino.  If it’s turkey you 
will serve, use a dash of a dry red in the stuffi ng and use the same wine when you create 
a ‘rub’ before the bird is popped into the oven. With ham, pour a cup of Vidal Blanc 
over the meat to add fl avor and juiciness.  Add a bit of mead [honey wine] to the glazed 
carrot recipe or with the brown sugar and butter before you bake the yams.  A splash of 
a favorite dry white will make the gravy poured over the garlic mashed potatoes more 
interesting. Replace part of the acid in your vinaigrette salad dressing with the same 
white. 
       Most important of all:  pour a glass for yourself as you slave over a hot stove: perhaps even 
one white and later a red.  
       When you set the table with the best china, bring out some appropriate wine glasses:  large, 
clear bowls with ‘cut’ rims and long stems.  Good stemware does make a difference and makes 
any meal more festive. If your meal will be eclectic with one or more courses and/or entrees…. 
and if you have the stemware, place two glasses at each seat:  one for red, one for white. 
       Pairing wine and ham or turkey creates interesting opportunities since these meat works 
so well with both reds and whites, dry to semi sweet.  For the bird, try a buttery Chardonnay 
or a light and fruity Riesling.  If you are serving cranberries, a fl oral and aromatic style 
Gewürztraminer will work well with both the turkey and the sweet-tart of cranberry chutney. 
There are a number of excellent red options too. A locally produced Chambourcin or Pinot Noir 
will complement the rich, meaty characteristics of the turkey.  The ‘big’ red wine afi cionados 
coming to dinner would enjoy a rich and full-bodied Cabernet Sauvignon or somewhat lighter 
Merlot or Cab Franc.  Ham does well with wines having just a hint of sweetness.  A Riesling 
would be great, as would a rose’ of Cabernet or our own home grown Catawba.  Vidal Blanc is 
also an excellent choice for most ham dishes.  
       With dessert there is, of course, only one viable option: some incredible, luscious Ohio ice 
wine.  While it may be a bit pricey [$35 or so for a ‘split’ at local wineries] it is such a treat, that 
just an ounce or two for each guest is well worth the investment.  And….it will make a great 
complement to a creamy cheesecake, chocolate mousse or pumpkin pie dessert.
      As our lives get busier and busier all the time, a holiday dinner with the entire family 
gathered together is a rare treat.  If everyone in the clan is ‘into’ wine, the occasion provides a 
chance to explore a wide selection of vintages, varieties and styles otherwise impossible in our 
more ‘normal’ meals-on-the-run lifestyle.
      So this year, select two or three or more different wines for the big meal.  Guests will 
perhaps only sample a couple of ounces each, but part of the ‘experience’ for wine lovers will 
be to match each course, or portion thereof with a variety of vintages. The result will be more 
interesting conversation, conviviality and a memorable holiday occasion for all. 

For additional information: dwinchell@OhioWines.org
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www.theoldmillwinery.com

Geneva
440.466.5560 Kitchen HoursWinery Hours

Closed Mondays
Tues-Thurs: 3-9pm
Fri: 3-Midnight
Sat: Noon-Midnight
Sun: Noon-9pm

Fri & Sat: 7-11 Sunday Open Mic  4:30-7:30

Closed Mondays
Tues-Thur: 4-8pm
Fri: 4-10pm
Sat: Noon-10pm
Sun: Noon-8pm

Only $299
PASTA SUNDAY IS BACK!

December Beer of the Month:
Dortmunder $2.50

& RESTAURANT

December Special

Wed. December 9th
Susie Hagan!
Book Signing

"Brando"
TT Buzzard!!

 

Hours:  
Wed, & Thurs 12-6pm 

Fri 12-10pm  
Sat & Sun 12-9pm 

 

636 Route 534 South 
Harpersfield, Ohio 44041 

440-361-4573 

www.kosicekvineyards.com 
 

See our ad in the Winery Guide on 
Page 2 for our  

Entertainment Schedule 

Hours
Closed Monday & Tuesday 

Wednesday & Thursday 12-6, 
Friday 12-10,

Saturday 12-9, Sunday 12-7
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By Cat Lilly

      Cleveland Blues Society
Jam Nite w/ Memphis Challenge Winners
Monday 12/14 - Wilbert’s
       The next two CBS jams will be fundraisers for the winners of the “Off to Memphis’ Blues 
Challenge held every year in conjunction with the International Blues Society. Come on out and 
support Blues Chronicles (solo/duo category) and Park Brothers (band category). I guarantee 
there is no better way to spend a blue Monday night on the north coast! December jam returns 
to Wilbert’s downtown, a long-time supporter of live music in Cleveland. On Monday, January 
11th, CBS will be jammin’ at the Parkview Niteclub, 1261 West 58th, Cleveland. 
          The purpose of these jams (besides hearing some great blues!) is to help with travel 
expenses of winners heading down to Memphis in late January to represent Cleveland and 
compete in the 32nd IBS Challenge. We are in for a long cold winter here in northeastern Ohio, 
but as always, we will fi nd a way to have fun and stay warm. The weather outside may be chilly, 
but inside the blues will be smokin’ hot! 

HOLIDAY GIFT IDEAS for BLUESLOVERS
Eric Clapton 
Slowhand at 70 - Live at The Royal Albert Hall
2 CD/DVD Combo
       2015 was a year of landmark events for Eric Clapton. He turned seventy in March and 
then in May he performed his 200th concert at London’s famous Royal Albert Hall, fi fty years 
after his fi rst performance there with The Yardbirds. Clapton’s seven night run at the venue 
was acclaimed by the critics and adored by the fans. The set list blended vintage blues tracks 
and Eric Clapton classics from across his astonishing career. Clapton has become synonymous 
with the Royal Albert Hall and this concert is the perfect combination of artist and venue 
creating a truly magical night for Eric Clapton fans everywhere. The CD/DVD set was released 
on November 13, 2015 and would make a great Christmas gift for serious devotees of Ol’ 
Slowhand. 

CD Disc One: 
1) Somebody’s Knockin’ On My Door 
2) Key To The Highway 
3) Tell The Truth 
4) Pretending 
5) Hoochie Coochie Man 
6) You Are So Beautiful 
7) Can’t Find My Way Home 
8) I Shot The Sheriff

DVD INFO: 90 minutes run time.
DVD Bonus Feature - Additional track:
Little Queen Of Spades    CD Disc Two:
1) Driftin’ Blues
2) Nobody Knows You 
3) Tears In Heaven
4) Layla
5) Let It Rain
6) Wonderful Tonight
7) Crossroads
8) Little Queen Of Spades*
9) Cocaine
10) High Time We Went

Joe Bonamassa
Muddy Wolf at Red Rocks 
        “They always try to write off the 
blues; well we’ve proven tonight that 
at least 9,000 people like the blues,” 
said celebrated blues rock master Joe 
Bonamassa, who released his highly 
anticipated Joe Bonamassa – Muddy 
Wolf At Red Rocks on DVD, Blu-ray, 
CD and LP set on March 23, 2015. 
       The exclusive concert experience 
pays tribute to blues legends Muddy 
Waters and Howlin’ Wolf was fi lmed 
at Red Rocks Amphitheater on August 
31, 2014. Carved into the bedrock of 
Colorado’s majestic Rocky Mountains, 
the famed amphitheater sets the stage 
for Bonamassa’s fi ery delivery of over 
two and a half hours of bluesy guitar 
wailing and horn-fi lled tunes honoring 
the two blues greats. Playing to a sold-
out crowd of 9,000 fans, this marks the 
biggest show of Bonamassa’s career, a major milestone for the bluesman. As Joe Bonamassa 
approaches his 25th year as a professional musician, he continues to blaze a remarkably 
versatile artistic trail, and amass an authentic, innovative and soulful body of work. 
       Bonamassa’s career began onstage opening for B.B. King in 1989, when he was only 12 
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~Continued on Page 10

years old. Today, he is hailed worldwide as one of the greatest guitar players of his generation, 
and is an ever-evolving singer-songwriter who has released 15 solo albums in the last 13 years. 
Bonamassa’s tour schedule consistently hovers at around 200 shows worldwide each year, and a 
heaping handful of markedly diverse side projects keep him thinking outside the box and fl exing 
every musical muscle he’s got. He founded and oversees the non-profi t Keeping The Blues Alive 
Foundation to promote the heritage of the blues to the next generation, fund music scholarships, 
and supplement the loss of music education in public schools. There’s a case to be made that Joe 
Bonamassa is the “new” hardest working man in show business.

Brian Setzer Orchestra
Rockin’ Rudolph
       I love pretty much anything Brian Setzer does. Setzer has put out two Christmas albums 
before this, Boogie Woogie Christmas, and Dig That Crazy Christmas, and his new holiday 
release is a great addition to the collection. It has been a decade since the last Christmas album, 
and this one is every bit as much fun as the last two. The CD, a mixture of vocal tunes and 
instrumentals, was released on Surfdog Records in October and is paired with his 12th annual 
Christmas Rocks! Tour. 
      The Rockin’ Rudolph album -- recorded in Nashville amidst lights and other Yuletide 
trimmings that decorated the studio -- features plenty of tweaks, but Setzer’s inherent approach 
never obscures what listeners know and love about the holiday staples. “Y’know, these songs 
exist for a reason,” he explains. “They’ve been around for a long time because they’re great 
songs. The trick is to make them sound hip. Some of them are eternally hip, so you don’t have to 
do too much.”
       The iconic guitarist, songwriter, vocalist and three-time Grammy-award-winner is a real 
“musician’s musician”, credited with continually taking chances with innovative and daring 
musical styles. He is credited with almost single-handedly resurrecting two forgotten genres 
of music (rockabilly in the ‘80’s and swing in the ‘90’s). Along the way, he has scored chart-
topping hits, sold 13 million records and is founder/leader of the Stray Cats, and his 18-piece 
Brian Setzer Orchestra, and is consistently cited as one of the world’s greatest living guitarists.  
        Setzer worked with producer Peter Collins (Rush, Bon Jovi, Alice Cooper) on the latest 
Christmas CD, a 12-song project, which includes “Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree,” “Little 
Jack Frost,” and “Rockabilly Rudolph,” among others. This album is so hot you could cook 
some babyback ribs on it! “Yabba-Dabba Yuletide” is a riot, a spoof on the Flintstones cartoon 
series that really makes your bedrock!  Setzer puts a new spin on some old holiday classics and 
creates some new ones. This Christmas, put on Rockin’ Rudolph, and have yourself a cool yule!

Deluxe Box Set Contents:
Rockin’ Rudolph album on CD
Commemorative Sheet Music / Guitar Chart to “Nutcracker Suite”
Custom Brian Setzer Die-cut Christmas Tree Ornament
Brian Setzer’s Own Murray’s Pomade hair product
Commemorative Brian Setzer Orchestra “Martini Logo” Stainless Steel Guitar Pick
BSO Christmas Album Cover Drink Coasters
Six Polaroid-style BSO Concert Photos
‘Live in Nashville’ 10×10 print
Reusable 8GB USB Credit Card w/ Extras, including:
Hi-defi nition .wav fi les of full 12-track album; bonus instrumental tracks including “Deck 
the Halls” and “Little Drummer Boy”; album cover rough sketches by artist Derek Yaniger; 
behind-the-scenes video footage of BSO’s Rockin’ Rudolph recording session; unreleased live 
performances of “Jingle Bells” and “Nutcracker Suite”; and behind-the-scenes look at Setzer 
writing entire big band arrangement from scratch.

It’s A Holiday Soul Party
Sharon Jones & the Dap Kings
        Sharon Jones & The Dap-Kings are here to help music fans get into the holiday spirit. The 
band offers up a succinct soulful soundtrack to this holiday season with their new album Its A 
Holiday Soul Party, released on October 30th. Kicking off with 8 Days (Of Hanukkah) --the 
band’s ode to The Festival of Lights--the eleven-song set of original and classic holiday songs 
is the group’s fi rst holiday record and follows their Grammy-nominated 2014 album, Give The 

Richmond Trolley, Limousine & Transportation

Leave the Driving to Us!

2423 Deerfield Dr. • Ashtabula • 440-964-9403
www.richmondtrolleyandlimo.com

Affordable and Trustworthy • Diverse Fleet of Vehicles
Jolly Trolley, White Stretch Limousine, Limousine Party Bus, 

Wheelchair Accessible Van, and other vans to accommodate parties 
from small to large, simple to elaborate.

If you haven't experienced Richmond Trolley & Limousine 
service yet, give us a try for any event and ENJOY the ride!

Our professional, chauffeurs will take the utmost care of 
you and your party throughout your trip. Just relax and 
leave the driving to us. Our punctual pick-up and drop-off 
service is available early morning to mid-night or even later.

Strike-a-Pose Photo Booth Rentals is our sister company. 
Rent our photo booth for weddings, birthday parties, 

corporate event, or just for the fun of it! Check out our 
website at www.strike-a-pose-now.com for details.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR TRIP!
• Wine Hops
• Proms
• Weddings
• Sporting Events
• Covered Bridge Tours
• Concerts
• Bachelor & Bachelorette Parties
• Corporate Events
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Snowmobiles & Trailers Welcome

GRAND RIVER
MANOROPEN

DAILY
INCLUDING
HOLIDAYS!

1153 Mechanicsville Rd.

www.grandrivermanor.com
ATM

NETWORK Mastercard
®

®VISA

Watch CAVS & BROWNS
on Our Big Screens!

Tuesday Wing Night
40¢JUMBO Wings & 45¢ BONELESS Wings

A
LL

 R
O

AD

S & TRAILS LEAD TO THE  

FOOD & DRINK
SPECIALS!

Queen of Hearts Drawing - Fridays at 8pm.  100% Winnings if Present!

PARTY ROOM AVAILABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS!

Sat. Dec. 5

Sun. Dec. 13       4:30-7:30   
        
 
Fri. Dec. 18      Ponchos Cantina   
      

Call me at (440) 417-2475 or find me on Facebook 

People What They Want.
       When Sharon Jones was a little girl, she used to wonder how Santa could pile toys under 
her tree when there “ain’t no chimneys in the projects.” Now, the soul singer has turned her 
lament into a sensational seasonal song of the same name. The band performed the song live on 
a fl oat in the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade in 2013 and it was an instant hit. The musical 
setting borrows from the James Brown playbook: dynamic drumming, blasting horns, a minor-
key swirl of strings. But unlike Brown’s man-fi rst music, Jones’ saga is all about the strength 
and resourcefulness of African-American women. 
       There’s no other band today that plays with the rhythm, feeling, or explosive power of the 
Dap-Kings. Since releasing their fi rst album in 2002, the group has toured the world countless 
times, garnering a legion of loyal fans, and a slew of tremendously successful TV appearances. 
Sharon, the Queen of modern-day Soul, has collaborated with some of musics biggest names, 
including David Byrne and Michael Bublé. 
       So often, Christmas albums are disappointing, but not this one. Holiday Soul Party  is 
delightful from start to fi nish  - sung and played with funk and with feeling. Nice variety of 
tunes, some excellent originals and some fresh reworkings of old chestnuts. Both Sharon and her 
backup guys are in great form, with that retro-soul sound Daptone is known for. Another plus is 
that the album is sequenced well, so it’s fun to listen to from start to fi nish. As one reviewer put 
it, “Sharon Jones and the Dap Kings, always breathing new life into soul music, bless you with a 
soulfully hood Xmas and a B-side holiday head trip for the Gil Scott Heron set.” Be sure to add 
this soon to be classic to your holiday checklist!

Acoustic Cigar Box Guitar Kit
Soundbox Guitars
       This Finish-It-Yourself cigar box guitar kit is bound to be a solid winner under the 
Christmas tree for the music-loving DIYer. This kit includes everything, and I DO mean 
EVERYTHING, including the neck, with cut-outs and all holes pre-drilled. That’s right – you 
get all the pieces you need to fi nish your own acoustic three string cigar box guitar, and you can 
be playing it within hours of opening it - all with only a few simple tools...and an online tutorial 
-  makes it EASY!
In this kit, you will get the following items:

Cigar Box (boxes will vary from photo depending on supply on hand)
Poplar NECK with ALL cutouts and holes pre-drilled
Vintage Style Tuning Hardware
Bridge, Nut, String Trees and String Holders (in true to fashion “found object” style)
Three Premium Guitar Strings
Custom, Hand-Made Copper Finger Slide
Mounting Blocks and screws
Fret Measuring Scale
Complete Instructions, Including Online Tutorial Video on YouTube...
and last but not least – a free digital download of foot stompin’, swampy, cigar box rock’n’roll 
from none other than the Budrows. Check them out at www.budrows.com 

          Whew! That’s a lot of stuff for only a little cash. ($148.50 for holiday special – three 
pack of kits 10% off  and super fast shipping) You get to lay your hands on this little project 
and fi nish the guitar just how you like it. The best part is - the hard work has been done for you 
- leaving the fi nish work to you for your own custom look. You can build it and then play it at 
your holiday get-together with some friends and a warm eggnog (or cold beer)! It could just be 
that special something for you to scratch your tinkering itch.  Get ‘em while you can – this item 
is in limited supply and they go quick – hotter than a hot buttered rum on Christmas morning! 
53 reviews online and all gave fi ve stars for this unique and very cool gift. Available from www.
etsy.com (soundbox guitars in Aliso Viejo, California)
       Average review: If this is your fi rst build, you owe it to yourself to get this kit. Mine arrived 
quickly, went together easily and I was playing the same day. The intonation came out incredible 
as mine stays in tune all the way up the neck. I am playing it lap style with a heavy solid steel 
guitar slide and the difference in tone and accuracy is unreal. I am not a slide player but the 
less rounded shape of the steel guitar slide allows me to hit the fret markers with more precision. 
This kit was a small price to pay for something I will be enjoying for a long time.
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www.Abbeyrodeo.com

Check out the Abbey Rodeo video at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=siwWk_2hELk

12-YEAR ANNIVERSARY!

Saturday, December 19th

9:30 til Midnight

Merry Christmas
& 

Happy Holidays!

LOST SHEEP BAND

www.lostsheepband.com

Sat. Dec. 5
Redhawk Grille

8:30-12:30
 

Sat. Dec. 19
Old Mill Winery

7-11

Cat Lilly - Musings of an Elder Stateswoman
          I have been writing for North Coast Voice 
Magazine since 2002 and, to borrow a line from the 
Grateful Dead, “Oh, what a long strange trip it’s been!” 
I remember the very fi rst issue back in 2000 with the 
big question mark on the cover and the words “WHO 
ARE WE?” Kudos to Mark and Rachelle Snodgrass 
and Dave Rockow for making it happen – it was a 
rough road trying to get something like this off the 
ground. And thanks to Sage Satori and Jim Ales for 
keeping it going - it hasn’t gotten any easier! 
          It’s been a pleasure to be involved with the 
Voice; I’ve had the privilege of interviewing the 
best musicians in the area, visited many of the coolest 
venues around, tasted some of the best wine anywhere, 
and rubbed elbows with a few heavy hitters on their 
way through town. I’ve chatted on the phone with Joe 
Bonnamassa, and had lengthy phone interviews with R&B 
legends Clarence Carter and Denise LaSalle, who both 
talked to me like a long lost friend. 
          I’ve researched northeastern Ohio’s many historical 
landmarks and icons, also little-known gems and best kept 
secrets. I’ve raised a glass to the hard-working owners 
of taverns and bars across the city, places where nobody 
is ever going to get rich but they continue to support live 
music - because they love it. Blue collar salt of the earth – 
the stuff our region is made of. Over the years I’ve written 
epitaphs for some fallen comrades known to us all.   
        I’ve seen the step-by-step formation of an organization 
(Cleveland Blues Society) from the ground up - from 
its conception at a meeting attended by a only a handful 
of people, to a full-fl edged non-profi t organization with 
sponsors, growing membership, a well-organized website, 
email blasts, a newsletter, monthly jam sessions, and 
annual events such the Memphis Challenge, Week at the 
Fair, Rally in the Alley, and the Blues Cruise. Amazing 
what a few like-minded individuals can accomplish when 
they come together for a common cause!                       
********
          They say the printed word is out of style. In this age 
of computer technology, things don’t look good for print 
journalism. Some major newspapers across the country 
have folded, and magazines across the board have been 
down-sized. Analysts conclude that most people prefer to 
get their news online. They predict that newspapers will 
be a thing of the past within the next fi ve years. Well, 
guess what?
          The overall status of the newspaper industry 
worldwide is healthy. Newspapers are holding their own 
and so are magazines. There is something about that smell 
of newsprint, that rustle of the pages as you turn them while 
drinking your morning coffee, that crinkle when you fold 
them, the crossword puzzle, that favorite cartoon………… 
something comforting about your newspaper or magazine 
laying around on the coffee table, a nice handy reference, 
just waiting for you to pick it up, at your leisure, if you need 
to check on something ………… like an old friend. 
Online news versus print journalism is like the sterile hum 
of the microwave versus the bubbling, steaming, popping, 
sounds and smells of food cooked the good old-fashioned way 
- on a stove, or over a crackling fi re in the great outdoors.   
********
           I gained a whole new perspective on the colorful 
history of our area through my involvement with the Voice. We 
come from sturdy stock here on the North Coast. After all, the 

Western Reserve was settled by stalwart New 
England Yankees who traveled here by horse 
and buggy. In the War of 1812, when folks 
around here heard about the fall of Fort Detroit 
to the British, every able-bodied man, young 
and old, rushed to the post of danger. None 
waited for formal orders – some came with 
hunting rifl es, farmers with pitchforks, ready to 
defend the frontier.
           During the Civil War our lakeshore was 
a hotbed of abolitionist activity, with a well-
organized network of fearless citizens who risked 
large fi nes and prison time to assist runaway 
slaves. Ashtabula County alone held some three 
dozen safe houses in the Underground Railroad. 

These staunch settlers mixed it up over 
the years with hardy immigrants of all 
nationalities who had fl ocked to the 
melting pot harbor of Cleveland to fi nd 
work in its steel, coal, and automobile 
plants, bringing with them a vast array of 
knowledge, skills, customs, music, folk 
art - and the breed just got stronger.   
          Ours is a region rich in history, 
culture, bounty, and talent. We have 
the natural scenic beauty and resources 
of Lake Erie, the Rock-n-Roll Hall 
of Fame, a world class orchestra, and 
museums, one of the most extensive 
city park systems in the U.S., miles 
and miles of biking and hiking trails, 
and a climate unique to only a few 
places on the planet, nurturing the 
production of wines that are making a 
mark in national and even international 
competition.               
          The very best thing about my 
association with Voice Magazine is 
all the great people I have met and 
the fi ne friends I have made. Here in 
northeastern Ohio, when the going gets 
rough, we help each other out, a fact 
evidenced by the multitude of musicians 
who donate their talents every time 
a benefi t is held to raise money for a 
deserving cause.        
          They say we are living in the 
Rust Belt, the Poverty Neck.  Well, we 
may be, but, in my book, the measure 
of a region is not about demographics or 
economic status. It is about the wealth of 
spirit of the people who live there and by 
that measure, we are truly rich. Vive’ la 
Voice!!!                     
Westside Steve - Wow amazing it’s 
been 15 years already!
I’m here because of a recommendation 
from Cleveland Publishing legend Rich 
Kabat, the man behind Scene magazine 
back when it was, well, you know. 
I was actually a theatre major in 
college, (I’m sure you can tell I’m not 
a professional journalist!) but have 
been making a living as a musician 
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You don’t have to leave your dogs
kennelled or alone while you’re away,

they can stay with me!

Call Linde at

440-951-2468

PUPPY RAISER,
Leader Dogs for the Blind

PUPPIES
& SENIORS
WELCOME!

since the late sixties. I do love movies, even though my opinion is no more insightful or wise 
than any other critic or anybody in the audience.
If you fi nd yourself agreeing with me, great! If not, well that’s great too! Thanks for reading, 
gang.

Helen Marketti - It does not seem as though I have been writing for the North Coast Voice for 
8 years! 
I am grateful to Sage for allowing me to contribute to the magazine over the past several years. 
Someone asked me recently how many interviews I have done and I could not give a defi nitive 
answer. One day I started counting them one-by-one and stopped after going over the 100 mark. 
It may seem a small amount to those who interview and write on a full time basis but for me as a 
fun outlet on the side it’s not too shabby!
     I have interviewed classic rockers, current rockers, photographers, authors, auctioneers, 
former wives and girlfriends of rock stars, family members of late rockers and the list continues. 
I enjoy talking to people about their careers and the pathways they have chosen. We are all 
seeking the right direction. The “famous” people I have talked to have a “job” that is in the 
public eye but they are looking for the same balance in life.
     It is diffi cult to pin point some of my favorite interviews over the years. A couple that come 
to mind is the interview I did with Lou Gramm (former lead singer of Foreigner). He had gone 
through many health issues and still found the strength to get back onstage. He suffered a brain 
tumor, which was the size of an egg. Medications caused him to put on weight. Many fans were 
still stuck in the 80s and were not very kind about his physical appearance. None of us stays 
the same and that goes for the famous, too. Life happens and things change. Lou overcame 
impossible odds when it was uncertain that he would make a full recovery.
     Another inspiring interview was with Julian Lennon. We all know who his famous father 
is but it was long overdue to know Julian. He was in France at the time working as a still 
photographer for a movie. Julian is a thoughtful and gentle spirit who is active in many 
organizations to help people in developing countries have clean drinking water. He is seeking 
to make a difference and doing what he can on his own merits. I came away from the interview 
wishing I had more time to speak with him as sometimes when an interview is going well you 
feel you are talking to an old friend rather than a “celebrity”.
     Certainly, there are more interviews that have been inspiring. You always learn something 
new from every person. I feel grateful to have the opportunity to talk with people who allow me 
into their world for those few moments so I can write an article. It is my hope that my writing 
has been of some interest and enjoyment. www.helenrosemarketti.com

        Sage - One of the rewards of bringing the North Coast Voice to the readers is when 
someone says, “Thank you for all the hard work, we love the Voice!” or, “The Voice is my 
entertainment bible, it’s how I decide where I’m going on the weekend.” or, “There is always a 
copy on my coffee table and in the favorites on my cell phone, it’s great!” 
        It takes a team to make the North Coast Voice come together each and every time. Jim Ales 
has put in countless hours for which there was little reward. A heartfelt thank you goes fi rst and 
foremost from me to him. 
       There isn’t space to thank everyone individually but we would like to take this opportunity 
to thank those integral souls who stay on task and without whom the North Coast Voice would 
not exist; Linde at Linde Graphics Co. for helping us get started, going above and beyond the 
call of duty countless times, and for sticking with us from the beginning, Amber Thompson of 
2K Graphics/Ambrya Nell photography for her creativity in putting the pages together, doing our 
photography when needed, and for the extra hours spent on redesigns over the years. 
        Our writer’s contributions help keep the magazine diverse and interesting. A special thank 
you to Don Perry for bringing us area Jazz news, Cat Lilly for helping to keep the Blues (and 
history) alive, Donniella Winchell for teaching our readers about the world of Ohio wines, 
Patrick Podpadec for sharing his building and repair techniques in the world of the luthier, to 
Westside Steve for his candid and often amusing movie reviews, Helen Marketti for seeking out 
those special interviews and giving us a glimpse into the world of many different artists, to Pete 
Roche for his countless engaging reviews and photos, to Patti Ann Dooms for the spiritual and 
enlightening  segments of more recent years, Alan Cliffe for the outstanding book reviews which 
entice one to read those titles, to Snarpfarkle for attempting to translate his warped thoughts into 
words, and to many, many more who have contributed to the content North Coast Voice. 
      Last but certainly not least a big  thank you to; the great folks who trudge through all 
weather conditions to get the North Coast Voice on the stands, our advertisers for choosing us to 
reach their customers, and to our readers who run around in a frenzy when someone else picked 
up the last copy from their favorite spot. We are grateful to all who’ve supported us over the 
years and we look forward to bringing you more of the North Coast Voice.
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OPEN DAILY 7am-1am
Open at 7am for Breakfast and cooking until 11:30pm 

Most items available for take-out, too!

www.HighTideTavern.com
Facebook & BettysBar@HighTideTavern.com

Happy Hour Daily 1pm-7pm
$1.50 Domestic Bottles & Well Shots (Holidays Excluded)

FEATURING
DAILY 

SPECIALS

Christmas Food Drive
DJ/VJ/KARAOKE EVERY FRI. & SAT. 8 PM-12:30 AM

SEND US AN EMAIL TO RECEIVE OUR MAILINGS!

Collecting non-perishable food items 
and cash donations until December 22nd for Christmas

for three adopted families
BRING A DONATION, GET A BEVERAGE AT OUR

CLOSED
CHRISTMAS

DAY...
SEE YOU 

SATURDAY!

     Vis i t  L ights  on the Lake 
        Ashtabula County’s drive-through holiday 
lights extravaganza at Ashtabula’s Lakeshore Park. 
Experience over 70 displays on Lakeshore Park’s 
54 acres of rolling hills and majestic Lake Erie 
backdrop. This holiday light attraction has some 
displays that are “as big as a truck” and is great for 
creating family memories and family fun. Make it an 
annual family tradition to enjoy these professional 
light displays.
        Lights on the Lake weekends go throughout December, Fri.-Sun 6pm-9:00 pm. Christmas 
eve hours are 6-8pm for more information visit www.aclotl.com  $5 per vehicle - buses $1 per 
person

Mixology Mingle Jingle presented by Crosswinds Grill
A cocktail workshop to prepare you for the holiday season 
Sunday, December 6th, 2:00pm
        Our cocktail class will teach you how to prepare an excellent 
cocktail & provide you with fabulous entertaining ideas to impress your 
friends during the holiday season.
Learn basic & traditional cocktails that are perfect for entertaining.
       We will give you recipes for delicious cocktails that you will learn 
to make at home.
Local cheeses & charcuterie to munch on during the class. Class to be held in 
the Lakehouse Inn Spa event room 5654 Lake Rd. E. Geneva on the Lake. 
Class is $30.00 per person, plus tax.  Reservations are required. 440-
466-8668

Join the conversation with Jack Hopkins December 5th

      Jack Hopkins of Austinburg Township is a real-life “Santa Claus” whose gifts to the 
people of Zimbabwe, Liberia and other third-world villages are clean water and sustainable 
agriculture.
       On Dec. 5, from 2 to 4 p.m., Hopkins will be 
at The Lodge and Conference Center at Geneva-
on-the-Lake for a program about his work and the 
15 missions he has completed in West Africa and 
Central America. Hopkins, who had a career as a 
horticulturalist, will share the stories of change and 
hope as he presents a PowerPoint presentation with 
images and artifacts from his journeys.
       For nearly a decade, Hopkins has devoted his 
retirement years to mission work. He was moved 
to get involved after hearing United Methodist 
missionaries talk about the need and losing his 
32-year-old daughter to cancer. He says that while he could not do anything to bring his 
daughter back, he could, through his mission work, help the millions of other “daughters” in 
the world have fresh water and good food.
       His water projects involve digging community wells in small villages. Hopkins raises 
money for these projects in northeast Ohio through his church, Geneva United Methodist, and 
Rotary Club. 
       In January 2016 he will depart for yet another mission trip in Zimbabwe. Hopkins’ budget 
for the trip, which will include building an egg farm for an orphanage, is more than $50,000.
Hopkins’ presentation is part of the 2015-2016 Conversations in the Lobby series at The 

Come for the Food ... Stay for the Entertainment

6884 North Ridge Road (Rt. 20) • 440.428.9926

BOOK
YOUR

HOLIDAY

PARTY
NOW!

Reservations are highly recommended!
Last 10 shows have sold-out! Tickets are $5

Comedian Chad Zumock

COMEDY NIGHT
Sat. Dec. 12• 8pm 

Chad is a self-proclaimed leader of the Sweater 
Vest Army. He has appeared on Bob & Tom Show, 
Spike TV, Cinemax, E! and even a writing spot on 
the Comedy Central Roast of William Shatner!

BOOKYOURHOLIDAYPARTYNOW!

• 440.428.9992266

, 

Open Mic...Every Thursday
with Chad Ely...8-11pm
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Lodge and Conference Center. C ost for this presentation is just $5 per person and includes 
refreshments provided by The Lodge.
       Registration is required so an accurate count can be provided to The Lodge for 
refreshments. Send an email to cefeather@ashtabulacounty.us, or call 440-576-3768. 
Reservations should be made by Thursday, Dec. 3.
The January 9, 2016, Conversation is about coffee. Sample coffees from two county roasters, 
learn how to brew the perfect cup, be introduced to new brewing techniques and get all the 
answers to your coffee questions. Cost of this program is $10 and includes coffee samples.
Reservations are required; cost is $10 per person.

Ashtabula Art Center presents holiday favorite The Nutcracker
     It may feel a little warm for the season, but the holidays are most defi nitely coming, and that 
means it’s time for The Nutcracker at the Ashtabula Arts Center. 
      Produced yearly by Ballet Theatre Ashtabula, The Nutcracker is a winter tradition for many 
families. But don’t think that if you’ve seen it once, you’ve seen everything the show has to 
offer. While the story of Clara and her Nutcracker Prince and Tchaikovsky’s celebrated music 
are familiar friends to repeat audiences, the experience of The Nutcracker changes every year. 
There are new dancers and new choreography. Veteran performers take on different roles and 
bring their own personal energy and nuances to characters who’ve been seen on stage countless 
times before. Young performers step into featured roles for the fi rst time. 
       “It always comes together as something new and different,” observed Dance Director 
Shelagh Dubsky. Dubsky has led the Dance Department at the arts center for 33 years, and 
trained with both the American Ballet Theatre School and the Joffrey Ballet School, two of the 
country’s top ballet training programs. 
Executive Director Lori Robishaw praised the level of talent present in Ballet Theatre 
Ashtabula: “Having been away from Ashtabula for thirty years, and having seen ballet 
performances by professional ballet companies all over the country, I’m still in awe of the arts 
center’s production. Our Dance Department is a hidden treasure of this county.” 

The Nutcracker opens on December 4, and tickets are available for advance sale now, both by 
phone at (440) 964-3396 and at the arts center’s front desk. 
Performance dates: Dec. 4-6, 11-13, and 17-20. Performance times: Thurs., Fri., and Sat. at 7:30 
p.m.; Sat. and Sun. at 2 p.m. Advance sale tickets: adults $15, seniors/students $13, children 12 
and under $11. For tickets at the door (if available) add $2.
 Ashtabula Arts Center is located at  2928 W. 13th Street, Ashtabula, OH 44004 (440) 964- 3396

Music Box Supper Club presents
Irish Sundays
 Familes welcome, food and drink specials, the game will be on TV
December 13th The Portersharks 
        The Portersharks were formed in the late 1980s by guitarist/vocalist Bill Chambers and 
fi ddler Francis Quinn, two friends sharing an interest in the music of Ireland. (Percussionist 
Brendan Carr and their newest member—County Clare, Ireland, native Patrick Custy on the 
Irish wood fl ute—rounds out their lineup.) Fortunate enough for them, people enjoy when the 
band play tunes and sing some songs, so they’ll keep doing just that. Slainte!

December 20th The Kilroys 
      The Kilroys have been playing traditional Irish music in the city of Cleveland and 
throughout the Midwest for the past 25 years. Instruments are accordian, fi ddle, banjo, guitar, 
bouzuki, bagpipes, ulliean pipes. They are a group of veteran musicians who have played at 
some of the larger venues in town like The Odeon and The House of Blues as well as the smaller 
venues like restaurant/concert type environments where people can talk, eat, and listen to good 
music. The Kilroys are a group of 5 brothers and 2 sisters with ages ranging from 26-40. In the 
early years, their musical endeavors involved experimenting with drums and electric guitars 
incorporated into traditional Irish music. At the time, this was a fairly new concept, at least in 
the Cleveland area, and it was quite well received as very few bands did this. Over the past 10 
years, though, the thirst for pure traditional music has sculpted the group’s sound into what it 
is today – traditional Irish music which can be enjoyed and shared with all age groups, young 
and old. The siblings get together regularly for “sessions” or performances, notably at The 
Harp, an Irish pub on the Cleveland’s near west side. This family is the real deal. You could 
be sitting at Gus O’Connor’s Pub in the Doolin, Ireland on the Atlantic coast or sitting at The 
Harp in Cleveland, OH on the “north coast” and if you closed your eyes you might not know the 
difference.
Doors open at 3:00pm show begins at 4:00.
Music Box Supper Club is located at 1148 Main Avenue Cleveland, OH 44113 216-242-1250

 HOUSE OF BLUES CONCERT ANNOUNCEMENT 
Paul Fayrewether 
Saturday, January 30 @ House of Blues 
General Admission Tickets: $12  - On Sale Friday, December 4 at 10am 
        The veteran musician has been a part of the Northeast Ohio scene since the mid-’70s when 
he fi rst appeared at a club underneath the original location of the Agora. Initially, Fayrewether 
performed cover tunes of popular acts, including Genesis, Jethro Tull and the Sensational Alex 
Harvey Band. Although the group played the songs of other artists, it was not pigeonholed as a 
tribute band. Fayrewether would create on-stage characters to match the theatrical rock elements 
of the material. 
       “The one thing about a Fayrewether show is it’s very diverse as far as the music,” 
Fayrewether said. “We can go from a Genesis tune to a Beatles song. You just don’t know what’s 
coming next.  For More Information Visit: http://paulfayrewether.com/band.html
Ticket Information 
Tickets are available for purchase at the following locations: www.houseofblues.com, House 
of Blues Box Offi ce, www.ticketmaster.com, all Ticketmaster outlets and Charge by Phone: 
800.745.3000. 
The House of Blues Box Offi ce (308 Euclid Ave.) For more information, call 216.523.BLUE 
(2583).
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   The Wreck ing Crew!
An interview with Denny Tedesco

     Everyone has heard The Wrecking Crew! 
They were an outstanding group of studio 
musicians who played on nearly every hit record 
that came out of the LA area during the 60s and 
early 70s. Hundreds of songs have been played 
with The Wrecking Crew giving the signature 
sound to what we have loved and consider a 
favorite. A few examples of their musicianship 
can be heard on Be My Baby (The Ronettes), 
You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feelin’ (The Righteous 
Brothers), These Boots Are Made For Walkin’ (Nancy Sinatra), Rainy Days and Mondays (The 

Carpenters), and Indian Reservation (Paul Revere & The 
Raiders). This is only a small fraction of the infl uence 
and intensity these musicians had on a generation.
The Wrecking Crew was used as Phil Spector’s 
recognized “Wall of Sound”. Artists requested them and 
reserved studio space until the band or specifi c members 
were free and available. 
     Denny Tedesco is the son of the late Tommy Tedesco. 
Tommy played guitar for The Wrecking Crew. Denny 
has been working on a documentary about this talented 
studio group for 19 years. His labor of love is fi nally 
complete as The Wrecking Crew documentary is now 
ready for the public to enjoy. It is a documentary with 6 
hours of bonus footage and a must for every music fan 
and collector. 
     “I am very fortunate that I was able to capture so 
many interviews. I had interviewed Glen Campbell in 
early 2000 and feel grateful to have gotten his thoughts 
and memories on fi lm,” said Denny. What many fans 

may not realize is that before Glen Campbell became famous, he too, was a member of The 
Wrecking Crew. 
     Many of the musicians 
that were interviewed for this 
documentary are no longer 
with us so it becomes more 
important to have a copy of 
this incredible story for future 
generations. 
     Denny’s idea to capture 
the stories was to have the 
musicians sit at a round table, 
ask a question to prompt their 
memories and let them talk 
while the camera was rolling. 
“The reason it worked so 
well was because it was all I 

By Helen Marketti
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knew,” said Denny. “I never saw them play but I did see them come 
over to our house and they would all sit around and talk. One story 
led to another. I feel the informal setting worked. I knew what I 
needed to get but then they would go in their own directions. For 
documentaries, you have to be prepared and open to anything that 
may change. The footage with the stories helps to make sense of what 
is being discussed.”
     He continues, “The hardest part was deciding what to put in 
the DVD. The last interview I did was with Michael Nesmith (The 
Monkees) and that was 
when I had fi nished. I 
was in the process of 
turning in the material 
to meet the deadline. 
There are out takes on 

the DVD from Bill Medley (The Righteous Brothers), Barry McGuire and many others. It seemed 
impossible to edit.”
     The documentary is packed with interviews with original members of The Wrecking Crew as 
well as with music artists who recall fond memories of working with the musicians. Fans can enjoy 
interviews with Cher, Nancy Sinatra, Brian Wilson and many more!
     The documentary was fi rst shown at fi lm festivals where it received many rave reviews! “The 
feedback from people is what keeps me going,” said Denny. “Every song in the documentary means 
something to someone. I receive letters from people all over the world. It blows my mind sometimes 
how it has touched so many lives. I am grateful that it did well at fi lm festivals. I never really 
watched the fi lm, however. I spent more time watching the audience and their reactions. I have 
had people approach me in tears after the fi lm because a certain part made an impact. They were 
connected to an emotion or event from their life.”
     “Sometimes I still can’t believe it’s done. I always thought of what more I could have done to 

improve or add but now that it’s complete, it’s time 
to get the DVD to the public,” Denny explains. 

     Tommy Tedesco passed away from terminal cancer 
in 1997. “I always had the thought that I would do a project like this for my dad and for the 
memories of those musicians. It is important to get the history and the stories preserved so they 
can be shared. I feel my dad would have wept at seeing all that was put into the documentary and 
what was invested to make it happen,” said Denny. “My dad loved what he did. He played on many 
great songs that he was proud of but I don’t think he thought about it until many years later. Some 
of my favorite songs where I can hear him play are Up, Up and Away and One Less Bell to Answer 
(The 5th Dimension) and Memories (Elvis Presley). I love hearing my dad play.”

     Denny has brought to the forefront the signifi cant contributions of The Wrecking Crew and their 
infl uence on the music of a generation. “The Wrecking Crew contributed to the sound of rock and 
roll during the 60s and early 70s. They loved what they did and it showed.”

Denny is offering a discount for North Coast Voice readers who wish to purchase Wrecking Crew 
merchandise!
Simply go to the site: www.wreckingcrewfi lm.com
When you are ready to make a purchase, you will be asked for the discount code, which is:  NCV

     Have a wonderful 

holiday season! 
from NCV staff
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     Gi l l  plans to go pub l ic  w ith h i s  “Last Bad Hab it”
         Vince Gill will release his fi rst album in four years in February.
“Down To My Last Bad Habit” is set for release on Feb. 12 on MCA. “Take Me Down,” 
featuring Little Big Town, is the fi rst single. Gill wrote/co-wrote, co-produced and is a featured 
musician on all 12 songs on the disc. Cam sings on “I’ll Be Waiting For You.”
“Forty years into this, it’s still as much fun as it’s ever been to play music,” said Gill. “At the 
end of the day, what I get excited about is doing something I haven’t done before. When I 
record a song, I feel successful if I’ve accomplished something new.”
Songs on the CD are: 
1. Down To My Last Bad Habit Track Listing: 
2. Reasons For The Tears I Cry (Vince Gill) 
3. Down To My Last Bad Habit (Vince Gill, Al Anderson) 
4. Me And My Girl (Vince Gill) 
5. Like My Daddy Did (Vince Gill) 
6. Make You Feel Real Good (Vince Gill) 
7. I Can’t Do This (Vince Gill, Catt Gravitt, Brennen Hunt) 
8. My Favorite Movie (Vince Gill and Ashley Monroe) 
9. One More Mistake I Made (Vince Gill, Adrianne Duarte) 
10. Take Me Down (Vince Gill, Richard Marx, Jillian Jacqueline) 
11. I’ll Be Waiting For You (Vince Gill, Leslie Satcher) 
12. When It’s Love (Vince Gill, Richard Marx) 
13. Sad One Comin’ On (A Song For George Jones) (Vince Gill)
“Down to My Last Bad Habit” is Gill’s fi rst solo album since 2011’s “Guitar Slinger.” In 2013, 
the Oklahoma native partnered with steel guitarist Paul Franklin on “Bakersfi eld” as a tribute to 
the “Bakersfi eld sound” of Buck Owens and Merle Haggard.
Gill returns this holiday season for a set of shows at Nashville’s Ryman Auditorium with his 
wife, Christian contemporary artist, Amy Grant. In February, Gill will reunite with Lyle Lovett 
for a 13-city tour of acoustic shows.

House of Blues hosts Terry Lee Goffee – The Ultimate Johnny Cash Tribute 
Friday, January 9 @ General Admission Tickets: $10 
        Terry Lee’s Tribute to Johnny Cash has taken him all across the U S, Canada, Ireland and 
the UK. In 2009 he was selected to provide the moves for the Johnny Cash character in Guitar 
Hero 5. He looks like Johnny. He sounds like Johnny. He moves like Johnny. Nobody does 
Johnny Cash like Terry Lee Goffee. 
Tickets are on sale now.
For More Information Visit: www.terryleegoffee.com   
Ticket Information 
Tickets are available for purchase at the following locations: www.houseofblues.com, House 
of Blues Box Offi ce, www.ticketmaster.com, all Ticketmaster outlets and Charge by Phone: 
800.745.3000. 
The House of Blues Box Offi ce (308 Euclid Ave.) For more information, call 216.523.BLUE 
(2583).

Songwriter Ted Harris dies
       Ted Harris, a Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame member 
and writer of hits for Charley Pride, Glenn Campbell and 
Steve Wariner, died on Sunday at 78 in Lewisburg, Tenn.
      Harris wrote Pride’s “The Happiness of Havin’ You,” a 
number 3 hit in 1975 and Campbell and Wariner’s “The Hand 
That Rocks the Cradle,” which hit number 6 in 1987.
      Theodore Clifford Harris was born Aug. 2, 1937 in 
Lakeland, Fla. His father played violin and his mother played 
piano. Saturday nights were spent listening to the Grand Old 
Opry. By eight, Harris learned guitar chords. He wrote his fi rst 
song by the time he was 12.
      Harris moved to Nashville to Nashville, not knowing 
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anyone. Hank Snow was Harris’ favorite artist. Soon after arriving in Nashville, Harris visited 
Snow’s music publishing company where he met hit songwriter Ted Daffan, who took Harris 
under his wing.
“Whatever Ted said, I listened to, because he was successful,” Harris said.
       Harris worked in the grocery business for seven years, while writing songs on the side. 
He scored his fi rst hit in 1965 when Carl Belew recorded “Crystal Chandelier,” which reached 
number 12 on the Billboard charts.
       Harris soon found his songs recorded by Dottie West, Ferlin Husky, Roy Drusky, Jack 
Green and Jeannie Seely. By the end of the 1970s, he had 120 cuts to his credit, writing all of 
them by himself.
       In 1990, Harris was inducted into the Songwriters Hall of Fame. He retired in 2001 and sold 
his own publishing company to Sony/ATV Music Publishing.

Cayamo cruise recordings coming in January
       An annual Carribean cruise featuring country, Americana, folk and roots music artists 
ranging from Buddy Miller to Kacey Musgraves will make it to recorded versions of songs 
heard on the cruise on Buddy Miller & Friends’ “Cayamo Sessions at Sea,” out Jan. 29, 2016 on 
New West.
       For one week country, Americana, folk and roots music songwriters head for the sear on 
the Cayamo cruise. Over the last few years, Miller set up a recording studio on the ship and 
recorded and played with everyone from veteran songwriters to emerging artists. The result will 
be a disc of 11 songs.
       Rolling Stone Country premiered Miller and Lane’s rendition of the Dolly Parton and Porter 
Wagoner classic, “Just Someone I Used To Know.”
       In 2012, Miller brought along recording gear and set up a studio in the ship’s library where 
he and co-host Jim Lauderdale recorded episodes for their SiriusXM Outlaw Country Buddy & 
Jim Radio Show. They recorded their debut episode with Lucinda Williams.
        In 2014, he brought more gear, an engineer and musicians and set up a temporary recording 
studio between the lanes of a bowling alley. For two days and nights, a who’s who of artists 
came to record while fans watched on. He did it again on the 2015 cruise.
        The album kicks off with back-to-back duets as Miller trades verses with Lee Ann Womack 
on the Loretta Lynn and Conway Twitty country classic, “After The Fire Is Gone,” followed 
with Kacey Musgraves on Buck Owens’ “Love’s Gonna Live Here.” Kris Kristofferson 
offers his signature song, “Sunday Morning Coming Down” as Miller’s baritone guitar rings 
throughout.
       Other recordings include Nikki Lane and Miller on Jack Clement’s timeless Dolly Parton 
and Porter Wagoner weeper, “Just Someone I Used To Know,” Lucinda Williams’ rendition of 
Gram Parson’s “Hickory Wind,” Richard Thompson’s reimagining of Hank Williams’ “Wedding 
Bells” and Shawn Colvin’s take on the Rolling Stones’ “Wild Horses.” Miller joins Brandi 
Carlile, and The Lone Bellow on John Prine’s “Angel From Montgomery.”
The track listing is: 
1. After The Fire Is Gone - with Lee Ann Womack 
2. Love’s Gonna Live Here - with Kacey Musgraves 
3. Sunday Morning Coming Down - Kris Kristofferson 
4. Just Someone I Used To Know - with Nikki Lane 
5. Hickory Wind - with Lucinda Williams 
6. Wedding Bells - with Richard Thompson 
7. If Teardrops Were Pennies - with Elizabeth Cook 
8. Wild Horses - with Shawn Colvin 
9. Come Early Mornin’ - with Jill Andrews 
10. Take The Hand Of Jesus - with Doug Seegers 
11. Angel From Montgomery - with Brandi Carlile and The Lone Bellow

Florida Georgia Line wins two AMA honors
Florida Georgia Line won two American Music Awards, leading the country genre.
FGL won Favorite Album - Country for “Anything Goes,” winning out over Jason Aldean’s 
“Old Boots, New Dirt’ and Sam Hunt’s “Montevallo.” FGL also took Favorite Duo or Group - 
Country over Zac Brown Band and Little Big Town.
Luke Bryan won Favorite Male Artist - Country over Aldean and Hunt.
Carrie Underwood won the female category against Miranda Lambert and Kelsea Ballerini.
Hunt won New Artist of the Year. 
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     Review of 
Reckless: My Life as a Pretender
Author Chrissie Hynde
       In “Hymn to Her,” a 1986 song to an eternal triad of maid, mother, and crone, Chrissie 
Hynde declares that the one of whom she sings “will always carry on/something is lost/but 
something is found.” By the time she sang those words, she herself had been both maid and 
mother, and she was well acquainted with both the found and the lost. The record is credited to 
the Pretenders, but she was now the only original member in the band. She was working with 
talented players, but it was not the band she had formed at the end of the seventies, of which 
she was then certain it was exactly the band she needed. She had lost that band to addiction, 
death and burnout. No matter. Like the eternal feminine, she had carried on. “Hymn to Her” is 
a great record.
       If by ‘86 Hynde had lost her fi rst band, gained talented players, and carried on, making 
a great single that speaks of related matters, a tale she has recently told is not unrelated. 
To speak fi rst of loss—there is a deep sense of it in the early chapters of Reckless, her new 
memoir. She gives a good deal of space to thoughts on the landscape of Ohio, and specifi cally 
her native Akron, in the time of her childhood. She looks with a bitter eye at the changes that 
have come since. Her elegiacal tone regarding the years before the malls and the interstates 
stands in contrast to the familiar narrative of post-war culture as a stultifying thing that 
needed rock ‘n’ roll to shake it out of its complacency.
        For someone born in 1951, rock ‘n’ roll was not so much about Elvis and Chuck Berry 
et. al. giving the world of one’s elders—grey fl annel Mitch Millerland—a rude and joyous shove. 
At least for Hynde it was more about the Beatles and the bands that followed giving new life to 
a culture degraded by phenomena as new as rock ‘n’ roll, including the destruction of both city 
neighborhood life and the countryside by the aforementioned malls and interstates, all of which 
would have to do with the hegemony of the automobile. Way to go, Ohio.
       Interestingly for a person who grew up on rock ‘n’ roll, which has had a certain automotive 
mystique about it from the beginning, Hynde had and has little use for the appeal of four wheels 
and an engine. No GTO, no hot-rod Lincoln fi red her imagination. This does not mean she has 
avoided the urban and the gritty. She had a taste for tough bikers. That taste may shed some light 
on questions of innocence and experience that can be found in this book. As a teenager with 
hippie leanings circa ‘67, she thought, briefl y, that bikers were hippies who just happened to have 
motorcycles. She knew better by the time of an ugly encounter with a well-known outlaw club 
she calls the Heavy Bikers. Despite what had happened to her, she later ended up in the arms of 
a Heavy Biker in London; it was he who gave her the idea for the Pretenders’ band name. As a 
rocker who came of age in the sixties but made it big in the eighties, she might appear to have 
gone from innocence to experience on the way from hippie to tough and wised-up rock chick, but 
things are not quite that simple. Rock n’ roll has always had a knowing side, or underside, that 
knows about loss, knows about death, even when a sense of fun and youthful exuberance were 
high in the mix. For every little deuce coupe there was a dead man’s curve; for every man who 
wants to hold your hand there’s one who sees a line of cars taking fl owers and his lover to a place 
of no return. By the same token, the hippyish Akron teenager was bigger on the Rolling Stones 
and Paul Butterfi eld than the Grateful Dead many years before she was a rock star singing such 
lines as “I shot my mouth off and you showed me what that hole was for.”
        Iggy and the Stooges would follow the Stones and Butterfi eld into the Hynde pantheon 
by the early seventies. Miss Hynde’s travels to a public stage as big or bigger than Iggy’s were 
neither straight nor narrow. Her life for a number of years was that of a fan who went to a lot of 
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shows with her friends, smoking a lot of weed and hoping for some kind of personal contact with her musical heroes, which she made a time or 
two. (She was hanging out with the Butterfi eld Blues Band when she fi rst encountered the Heavy Bikers.) The idea that she herself might be able 
to make it as a musician, if not a star, did not come to her all that early; in this connection a reader might get a little impatient with young Chrissie. 
Chrissie Hynde, memoirist, does not spare her young self. She spends many pages telling of a young adult life that is active and sounds interesting 
but is somewhat aimless. She left her parents’ Akron home for Kent State. She loved the town but was not much of a student, except in her art 
courses. She gives a day-by-day rundown of the events of May 1970. She seems never to have been a hard-core politico, but she knew which side 
she was on, and the May 2 burning of the ROTC building seems to have been festive. She calls it “the greatest light show ever.” Two days later, 
things were not so festive, and school was out.
        Here and elsewhere, Miss Hynde intersperses some latter-day political thoughts in with personal history. She has no doubt that the Indochina 
war was criminally wrong; she also does not think that antiwar youth such as herself, however numerous, however committed, could really do 
anything about it. It’s not entirely clear if she saw things that way in 1970, although her chapter on the shootings reads as if she had some inkling 
of her later view. She speaks of confusion and frustration. She thinks now that if there had been universal conscription, i.e., Senator’s sons get 
drafted, things would have been very different. She informs us, for what it’s worth and unsurprisingly, that LSD and TV news made for a bad mix 
during the war. 
        For that matter, on the subject of drugs that were supposed to bring freedom, she also thinks that oral contraception was not the good deal for 
women that people thought it was, and she is now against all recreational drugs. But drugs there were, including alcohol. By the early seventies 
it wasn’t just for squares any more. And the illegal drugs got harder. Quaaludes were a factor in the above-mentioned encounter with the Heavy 
Bikers, after which it was time to leave Ohio.
       This book is subtitled My Life as a Pretender, which isn’t literally accurate; the band doesn’t quite come together until page 246. But there 
it is. One could take the subtitle to mean, if it means anything, that she was a Pretender in waiting, that her life beforehand was a preparation for 
forming the right band. That aspect of her story picks up speed and direction upon her move to London in 1973. She settled there more or less 
permanently a little later, after some stopoffs in Cleveland and Paris, where she had had her fi rst singing gigs.*
In London, there were day jobs and then a gig as a music critic. (She admits now that at the time she was no writer, but somehow that didn’t seem 
to matter, at least not to her editors.) Punk was on the horizon. There was, then, a scene hospitable to a brash American with average rhythm-guitar 
skills and a taste for drugs soft and hard. Her Stooges/New York Dolls infl uences jibed with prevailing tastes. She tells amusing tales of the early 
Clash and Pistols. She once gave Mick Jones a haircut he didn’t know he had needed until afterward, when someone described him, to his delight, 
as a Keith Richards lookalike.

       What the punk scene did not give her was the right musicians for the band she had in mind, 
but after a few years in London she found them anyway. And then...
        Miss Hynde’s story is not a tragedy in a strict sense, for its protagonist survived and even 
thrived. But it’s not untouched by tragedy or something like it, and not just because two band 
members died young. What do you call it when simply being a successful band destroys a band? 
I don’t know, maybe you call it rock ‘n’ roll. If you know anything about bands you know it’s not 
unusual. But this book gives a more intimate idea of what it’s like than the usual “We had musical 
differences, plus he’s a schmuck” stories. Addiction and unpleasant personalities—including 
Miss Hynde’s, as she admits—were made worse by the pressures of fame and touring, or maybe 
even caused by them in some cases. Death followed. Thus ended the fi rst incarnation of the 
Pretenders. 
       If things lost have been followed by things found, one thing Hynde has found is a clear and 
unadorned prose style, dryly amusing, with which she tells of both the joys and the massive 
fuckups of her life, her times, and her generation. That generation—she declares that its story is 
primarily a story of drugs. I don’t necessarily agree, and she is prone to categorical statements 
that begin with words such as “every band in the world...” or “every guitarist in the world...” that 
can’t be literally true, but her story rings true overall. She had and has a toughness about her that 
by her own account could too easily turn into meanness, but in much of her music and in this 
book it works alongside a certain hard-won gentleness; the combination serves her story well.

*She has got a Cleveland guitarist she sang with mixed up with a keyboard player and misspelled 
his name. Your reviewer is a longtime Clevelander who’s got his sources. 

Doubleday, 2015, 312 pages
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     Stu Hamm, bassist for Joe Satriani 
and Steve Vai, returns to Cleveland 
for solo gig
         Bass guitar phenomenon Stuart “Stu” Hamm 
will return to Cleveland next week…with a couple 
familiar guitar heroes coming along for the ride.
        Hamm—famous for his fast fi nger work on 
rock guitar albums by Joe Satriani and Steve Vai—is 
now touring behind his latest solo effort, The Book 
of Lies.  A string of East Coast dates fi nds the four-
string superstar joining forces with guitarist Alex 
Skolnick (Testament, Savatage) and drummer Joel 
Taylor (Al Di Meola) in his own Stu Hamm Band, 
then playing rhythm man in Jane Getter’s All-Star Premonition progressive rock ensemble.
       The good news for Clevelanders is that the big switch occurs here in town, at the very same 
venue:  Stu’s trio performs at Nighttown in Cleveland Heights on December 7th, then he and 
Skolnick join Getter the following evening at the club.   
       We fi rst saw Hamm live in concert on Joe Satriani’s Surfi ng With the Alien tour at Peabody’s 
Down Under in The Flats.  Hamm didn’t play on that album, but he certainly put his own stamp 
on Satriani’s music with his percussive slap-bass style and propulsive grooves.  He went on to 
back Joe on Flying in a Blue Dream (1989), Time Machine (1993), and Crystal Planet (1998).  
Hamm’s resume also includes stints with shredder Steve Vai (David Lee Roth, Whitesnake), 
with credits on Vai’s Flex-Able (1984), Passion and Warfare (1990), and Fire Garden (1996).  
Hamm accompanied Satriani and Vai on the inaugural (1996) G3 Tour, which also featured 
Texas guitar titan Eric Johnson—who’d lent his considerable skills to the Hamm composition 
“Lone Star” (The Urge) fi ve years prior.
       The Illinois native enjoyed modest success with solo albums like Radio Free Albemuth 
(1988), Kings of Sleep (1989), and The Urge (1991), recorded and released between stints 
authoring instructional videos (Slap, Pop & Tap for Bass, Deeper Inside the Bass), hosting bass 
clinics, and writing columns for guitar mags.
        Stu has also backed Frank Gambale, Steve Smith, Yngwie Malmsteen, Ritchie Kotzen, and 
Adrian Legg, to name a few.  He teamed with fellow bass legends Jeff Berlin and Billy Sheehan 
for a short-lived Bx3 Tour in 2006, and has served as chair of the Bass Program at Musician’s 
Institute in California.
       The bassist told us during a recent phone conversation that surrounding himself with such 
otherworldly guitar and drum talent keeps him interested…and motivated.  The new disc, The 
Book of Lies, is Hamm’s fi rst since 2010’s Just Outside of Normal—but it features the same 
smorgasbord of Calypso kookiness as his earlier efforts. It also boasts an epic, album-capping 
run through Sgt. Pepper smash “Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds.”
       Stu discussed the infl uence of Bach and The Beatles during our post-Thanksgiving chat, 
and recalled his coming up in an age when chops were du rigor, and musical audacity was 
practically the norm. 
NCV: Your tour schedule says you’re somewhere in Utah now; a show tonight at Booth Brothers 
PAC in Spanish Fork?
STU HAMM:  That’s correct. It’s a great little tour we’ve organized!  We started out in L.A., 
and last night we stopped in Mesquite, Nevada, right on the border of Utah.  And from there 
it was on to Salt Lake.  It’s solo gigs in Salt Lake City and Denver and St. Louis, and then I 
join up with the boys in the band—Alex Skolnick from Testament and Joel Taylor from Al 
DiMeola—and we do a night in Dayton to start our Midwestern dates.  We play December 7th in 
Cleveland, and then the next night I start another tour with progressive rock guitarist Jane Getter 
at the very same club (Nighttown) in Cleveland!  Then we continue on for about ten days with 
that band.  So over the course of three weeks I’ve got solo dates, Stu Hamm Band dates, and 
then I get to play in a kick-ass prog rock band.  So, good times!
NCV:  Tell us a bit about the new record.  Like previous releases, it’s got a bit of everything.  
There’s solo bass bits, some classical stuff…even some horns.  But I was wondering if there’s 
any underlying concept.  With Radio Free Albemuth, for example, it was partly inspired by sci-fi  
novelist Philip K. Dick.  What’s the meaning—if any—behind the title.  Why Book of Lies as 
opposed to, say, Book of Truth or Book of Joy?
STU HAMM:  Well, on the cover of the album there’s a picture of a tour booklet.  And what 
that refers to is, when you go on tour, they give you an itinerary.  It’s supposed to tell you what’s 
going on, like, “Today we’re going to drive to another town.  We’ll get there at about 1:00pm, 
and the hotel room should be ready…” and so forth.  But it’s all lies!  If it says you’ll get there 
at 1:00pm, then that usually means 4:00pm.  And if the hotel is right next to the venue, it doesn’t 

By Pete Roche
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By Sage Satori

        Brian Henke
Sun and the Moon and the Stars
        The engaging sounds of Brian Henke’s guitar 
has been adored by many for years and now for the fi rst 
time Brian has added lyrics and vocals. He has always 
had a way of making you feel and envision a song on the 
instrumental journey of his guitar but now the journey is 
translated into words. The lyrics are soothing and thought 
provoking. 
      Brian Henke composes and performs his music like a 
painter putting images on canvas, a kind of sonic shaman, 
drawing his inspiration from the world around him.  An 
avid hiker, he often brings his guitar along to create a 
spontaneous response to his outdoor settings.   
      Brian’s seven instrumental solo guitar CD’s, “Many Waters”, “Love Song for Terra”, 
“Force of Nature”, “The Nature of Light”,  “Tree of Life”, “A Child’s Garden” and  “Seven 
Magic Spells” are a cornucopia of sonic vistas. For example, he celebrates the seasons, a 
Grand Canyon sunset, the fi reside magic of an American shaman and a playful waterfalls. He 
recorded “A Crown of Stars” with Blue Feather, Dunlap and Henke, a CD that made it into the 
top 10 in June of 2007 on the International New Age Radio Charts and is the producer of “The 
Woodchoppers Ball”, a double CD featuring 26 of the world’s best acoustic guitarists released 
to benefi t Northeast Ohio’s homeless and is the promoter of the annual benefi t concert of the 

same name.
      His unique guitar style has been called everything 
from Folk to New Age to Neo-Classical to Pastoral. His 
music appeals to anyone who likes their music thought 
provoking and performed with virtuosity.  Through it all is an 
undercurrent of spirituality and mysticism that Brian says is 
very much a part of the creative process.  
      A winner of many acoustic and electric guitar awards, he 
has also been a fi nalist in the prestigious National Fingerstyle 
Contest in Winfi eld, Kansas, the National Guitarmageddon 
regional fi nals in Boston and in New Age Reporters Top 10 
for 2006 and 2010.
       On his latest release Sun, and the Moon and the Stars, 
Brian’s vocals are reminiscent of Donovan or perhaps the 

mellow side of Cat Stevens. Beautiful 
additions to select songs on the disc are the 
violin, Celtic and Native American fl utes, 
and tabla drums. 
There are 12 alluring song selections 
on Sun and the Moon and the Stars 
each touching a different emotion or 
heartstring. The following interpretations 
are highlights of this musical journey 
with Brian. 
      Breathing Out and In engages the 
listener with the beautiful sounds of 
Celtic fl ute enhanced by playful lyrics 
fl oating from thought to thought.

      
Dancing in the Air has a moon and 

fi reside setting, romantic and passionate 
lyrics, “bodies entwine like the fl ames that reach for the sky”, with a comforting, tender 

guitar melody.

Into the Trees is the only instrumental piece on the album. Close your eyes and fl oat away.
     
To the Air is a lament with reverence for someone who has passed. The chorus refl ects the title 
“If I could hold you again I would hold you, I would tell you how much that I care, but instead 
I will say that I love you to the air.” The lyrics and fl ow of this song stays with you long after 
listening.
     
Here Right Now has a pretty, soothing melody encompassing being on the road, playing music, 
new friends, old friends, sharing moments, and above of all being in the moment. 

We Are One intros with Native American Flute and brings in the superb harmonies of the 
Troubadours of Divine Bliss to fi ll the chorus, “no matter how far away you are, we are one, we 
are one”. The fl ute returns to gently glide you on.
       
       The Sun and the Moon and the Stars album is serene yet profound. It drifts through nature 
backdrops and life’s moments like a graceful and sparkling mist.
Brian will be performing at Riders Inn in Painesville on Friday, December 4th at 8pm and with 
8 other virtuoso artists at the Woodchoppers Ball in Kent on December 12th (see ad on page 15). 
The Sun and the Moon and the Stars CD will be available at Brian’s shows and through CD 
Baby.
www.brianhenkeguitarist.com

By B Sage Satori
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   ANGELS AMONG US Part 2
“Be not forgetful to entertain strangers: for thereby some have 
entertained angels unawares.” ~~ Hebrews 13:2
        As a child, I was forever being accused of living in a dream 
world.  I hesitate to share this with many, as professionally I desire 
to be taken seriously….but after all, I was a child….so kindly don’t 
judge me yet. J
      We tend to judge ourselves by other people’s perspectives as 
children, because they are big and we are small.  Therefore they 
know the big stuff, and we only know small stuff…..the kind of 
‘small stuff’ that comes from ‘vivid imaginations’.  At least that’s 
what I was accused of as a child, and well….to be honest…even as 
an adult.  
        This happens to many children who are gifted on any level, and 
perhaps lack confi dence in themselves and those gifts contributes 
to their reluctance to share them.  If the adults in a child’s life do 
not recognize those gifts, a child may be stifl ed through teasing, 
ridiculing, or outright derision…..and no, that didn’t happen to me.  
It’s not parents’ fault.  In fact, I don’t think I ever even shared much 
of this with my parents, already concerned what they might think.  I 
think with this generation of indigo, crystal, and rainbow children, 
there is more information available so that gifted children can be 
encouraged to develop their gifts, rather than stifl e them.
          I digress…as usual…..Back to being a child…   Not much has 
changed; I still have invisible friends.  I just know who they are now.  
I always felt ‘wise ones’ around me, and had lengthy conversations 
with them.  I felt their guidance and yes, even their playfulness.
The world is changing at such a rapid rate, that the spiritual side of 
life is reaching out to us in so many ways to help us through these 
crucial times.  They don’t interfere; they can’t.  They never intrude; 
that is the purpose of our free will.  They politely wait for us to ask 
for their intervention or for the answers we seek.
       For years, I “talked to myself” and answered myself. People 
always joke about that, but the fact of the matter is that when we 
talk things through, it is often our ego selves initiating the dialogue 
and our higher selves responding.  Our highest self is constantly 
interacting with Divinity and at the level of angels.  This is why we 
so often discover the answers we seek by “talking it through”, or 
“thinking out loud.”
During my spiritual quest over the years, I have frequently asked 
who is with me.  I often ask the angels to reveal themselves to me, 
and they never let me down.  Ever.  
        I often get a name.  Whether it is the name of an angel or 
a guide, I’m not sure, but this entity has often identifi ed herself 
as Anna.  Throughout the years, I have learned through past life 
regressions that “Anna” is always either with me, or IS me…which 
is kind of freaky in itself, until you realize that we are all one with 
each other here in the physical, as well as the spiritual…..that while 
our physical beings walk the earth, we still have a part of our spirit 
which walks with the angels, the saints, our guides, Jesus, and all of 
the Masters  who existed before us, and in every realm.
        I’m going to digress again, but this time it’s deliberate.  My 
parents always wanted a second child after my brother was born.  
Seven years passed and my mother still did not become pregnant.  
Being Italian and Catholic, she was advised to do a Novena to 
Saint Ann (otherwise known as Anna, the mother of Mary—and 
the grandmother of Jesus—and who is known to be the patron 
saint of motherhood).  She did the nine day devotion, and almost 
immediately became pregnant.  Nine months later, her baby girl 
was born on July 26th—the Catholic Church’s feast day of St. Ann.  
Rumor has it my mother wanted to name me Anna.  For whatever 
reason, Patricia was chosen, but Ann became my middle name.
       Over the years, I was always known as Patti.  Just Patti.  When 
I began my FeatherTouch healing practice, Anna came to me and 
told me that I should honor her by using her name, and she would 
assist me as a result.  I now always go by Patricia Ann or Patti Ann, 
and she is always with me.  When I say, “Angels please reveal 

yourselves”, it is Anna who accompanies them.  
She takes my hand and whispers in my ear, as 

Archangel Michael stands before me, protecting 
and defending with his sword and shield of Light.  

Archangel Uriel stands to my left, opening my heart to the intuition of 
my mind.  Archangel Gabriel (yup, THAT one….the one who announced 
to Mary that she was with child—much to her mother Anna’s chagrin, 
I’m sure) stands to my right, assisting me in verbalizing the intuitive 
impressions that arise from my heart and up to my throat.  Archangel 
Raphael, ever the healer, stands behind me, embracing myself and all 
those whose healing I help to facilitate, in his emerald green healing ray.
       Anna has had such a profound impact on my life that even 
throughout the years of healing practice, educating, event-organizing, and 
weddings, my maternal role has been the most important.  I suppose that 
contributes to the quality of everything else that I do, because frankly, 
they are all somewhat maternal roles.  My husband and I married with 
fi ve children between us. Nearly all of them blended families themselves, 
so we managed to reach this point of eleven grandchildren, and one 
GREAT-grandchild.  How did this happen??  We are kind of young for 
all of them, you know…… I tell people I came out of the womb with 
children; I don’t know how else to explain it.  
       Anna has made her presence a strong and viable one in my life, 
though a pretty private one.  Recently however, I have begun channeling 
the angels, and she seems to be stepping forward with the answers I most 
need.  
       When I asked her and my angels what I should write about in this 
issue, I kept hearing “Make it personal”.  Now, if you’ve read many 
of my articles, you know most of them explain holistic techniques and 
practices.  I have covered a lot of area, rarely—if ever—relating to  
anything personal.  Yet, there was no question in that I should do so 
now. Well, ok….maybe a little bit of a question….like, “You want me to 
do what??  You want me to say what??  I don’t have the personality for 
this!  I like to educate and share, but not personal experiences!!  Did you 
forget??”
       The response I got from them?  You guessed it:  “Make it personal”.  
So I am .  I’ve put it out there.  The interesting thing is that they have 
made it clear that this isn’t about me.  They desire to help you too.   All 
of us….all of you.  So, 
if you have questions for 
the angels…for Anna….
please make contact.  
With me.  With them.  It 
doesn’t matter.  I would 
love to open that channel 
on your behalf, or help 
you to open it yourself.  
Another interesting 
tidbit?  I was told they 
would come through my 
writing in the beginning.  
And so they have.

* Patricia Ann Dooms, 
known in some circles 
as “the Mentor from 
Mentor”, is a certifi ed 
holistic lifestyle mentor, 
practicing a variety 
of energy healing 
modalities which she 
has combined into 
her FeatherTouch 
4-Directional Healing 
Practice..  To learn 
more about all things 
FeatherTouch, 
including Angel 
communication, please 
contact us through this 
publication or e-mail:  
feathertouch8@att.net.
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matter; that just means something else will go wrong!  So The Book of Lies is our itinerary.  
And I took a pretty live approach to the record.  I’d been playing with Carl Verheyen (guitar) 
and Jason Harrison Smith (drums), and as soon as we got off the road, we went into a studio 
in Sweetwater and recorded “Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds.”  We went back to record some 
overdubs, only to fi nd that the more overdubs we did, the worse it got.  So I just decided to leave 
it like a live trio playing.  And that’s what I did for a lot of the other songs, too, like “Book of 
Lies” and “Back to Shaballala.”  It’s just a real live, no B.S. sound—just people playing music 
together, with the big part being the seven-piece suite for solo electric bass.
NCV:  I love that it’s a diverse listen.  You get some island rhythms at the beginning, some 
Latino feel—but then there are a couple nice classical bits for solo bass, some signature pop / 
slap funk, and then a mind-blowing cover.  You go from Beethoven to Beatles, so to speak.  It’s 
very musical, and the “stunt” musicianship isn’t forced.  Is covering that kind of range on record 
a conscious decision?
STU HAMM:  Well, it’s a record of the way I was playing bass, and the songs I was writing at 
the beginning of 2015 and end of 2014, you know?  I guess when I was younger, I was trying 
harder to appeal a little more to the Satriani and Vai and Victor Wooten crowd, and that whole 
thing.  But after you turn 50, you just don’t care as much about that sort of thing!  So I’m just 
writing the music that I’m hearing and feeling, and decided to put it out.
NCV:  Would you mind sharing how you picked up bass, as opposed to any other instrument?
STU HAMM:  I grew up mostly in Champaign, Illinois.  My dad was at the University of 
East Illinois, so I was always around the music.  One of my dad’s buddies was the avant-garde 
composer John Cage, so I picked up on that weird classical and eclectic music.  My brother 
played guitar, and he was into John McLaughlin and Miles Davis and Pink Floyd and Sun Ra, 
all that kind of weird stuff.  I was in the boys choir, so I was in the little operas and plays.  I 
played piano from a very early age.  And I started playing bass because, as a pudgy thirteen-year 
old red-haired kid in the Midwest, I was very much like Danny Bonaduce from The Partridge 
Family! Seriously though, the jazz bands were a big thing growing up in the Midwest.  I was 
in high school at Champaign Central, and they were state champions in Illinois.  So I started 
playing bass because I really wanted to be in the band.  I started playing upright bass, and 
got into the Big Band.  Then I heard Yes’ “Roundabout” on the radio one day, and went out 
and bought Fragile, and decided I was going to be a bass player.  So Chris Squire was a big 
infl uence, and guys like John Entwistle of The Who—they had a very melodic approach to bass.  
I also had the good fortune of being a teenager in the greatest era for bass players.  That was 
when Stanley Clarke came out, and Jaco (Pastorius) came out, and they infl uenced everybody’s 
lives.  

NCV:  I’m a huge Yes fan.  I was so bummed when Chris Squire passed away this summer.    
How’d he infl uence you as a bassist?  How did you evolve from your typical bass man into one 
of the few guys who essentially turns the bass into a lead instrument?
STU HAMM:  Well, you never know that this is the moment when you’re in the moment.  When 
I was sixteen I moved to a smaller town in Vermont, and at that time I didn’t have a band to play 
in.  So I was forced to play in Top 40 bands and fraternity bands and wedding bands.  That was 
all pop music, but I was listening to Weather Report and classical music.  Then I went to Berklee 
College of Music in 1978, and you had Victor Bailey there, and Steve Vai.  And suddenly I was 
among my ilk.  You had these guys all trying to push the boundaries.  And that’s when fusion 
wasn’t a bad word:  It really was a fusion of the improvisation of jazz with the attitude of rock.  
I remember the day Heavy Weather (Weather Report) came out.  I saw Jaco when he toured 
with them.  There was just this spirit of music in the air, with Mahavishnu Orchestra, people 
experimenting and pushing the boundaries. 
NCV:  Was there a sense of camaraderie back then, with you playing on Vai’s early records like 
Flex-Able and Western Vacation at Stucco Blue, and later with Joe—and other dudes playing on 
your records?  A sense of ‘I’m going to help this guy be the best he can be on his project, and 
he’ll probably return the favor for me?’
STU HAMM:  Sure.  I was so happy to play with Vai, and through him I met Joe Satriani.  You 
look back, and it was important to bring back instrumental music, and it was great to be a part of 
that wave of instrumental rock music.  And clearly it was something I was destined to do.    
NCV:  Can fans look forward to hearing a bit of the new album along with some of your older 
songs, like “Terminal Beach,” “Country Music: A Night in Hell,” and so forth?  Stuff from 
Kings of Sleep and The Urge? 
STU HAMM:  All that stuff.  We do covers of songs that people know.  We certainly play 
songs from all my records, all my career.  We tell some funny stories.  Alex Skolnick was with 
Testament, then he went back to school to study jazz.  Back in 1990, ’91, I had a sort of closet 
hit that I did with Eric Johnson called “Lone Star,” and Alex was my guitarist on that tour.  
Now, twenty-some years later, we’re back.  And we’re better musicians, better people.  We’ve 
survived, and we’re playing better than ever.  And my drummer Joel Taylor and I have played a 
lot together.  So we’re just three people who enjoy playing together.  I give those guys a lot of 
room to express themselves, so they won’t mind the crappy pay and shitty hotels and long drives 
[laughs]!  But yes, new stuff and old stuff and some interesting covers.  And certainly, the best 
crowds are the ones that come in with no expectations other than to enjoy themselves!  
NCV:  You play Nighttown in Cleveland on December 7th, then the very next night you’re on 
again with Jennifer Getter in a band situation.  It’ll be nice seeing the two sides of Stu during 
one stop in C-Town.    
STU HAMM:  Well, that’s the super-fun part about this.  I love doing all the different things.  I 
love the solo bass playing, and the live compositions.  And the cool thing about this tour with 
Jane Getter is, guess who’s playing guitar?  Alex Skolnick!  And I’ve got my buddy John Mader, 
who plays on Book of Lies, and he’s on the tour.  So it’s very cool to be a side guy in the rhythm 
section with my favorite guitar player and drummer, and just function as a regular bass player 
and not necessarily have to be out front.  I can just hold down the bottom.  That’s awesome, 
man!
NCV:  You’ve been known to drop jaws with your one and two-handed interpretations of both 
classical bits, and pop culture pieces like Vince Guaraldi’s Peanuts theme, the Star Trek theme, 
and so forth.  Do you have other little tricks up your sleeve?  
STU HAMM:  Sure!  I mean, I’ve got a repertoire of a million little melodies and hints and 
little musical asides.  We do some of that with the band, do a couple versions of things you’ll 
recognize.
NCV:  Are you a science fi ction fan?
STU HAMM:  Big time, of course!
NCV:  I mean, what with the Star Trek and Philip K. Dick…and I saw the Captain America 
sticker on your Warwick.  
STU HAMM:  Absolutely.  I’m a total geek, that’s for sure.  I’m kind of bummed out, but I 
actually had for December 18th some tickets for the opening day of the Star Wars movie at the 
Cinemadrome in Hollywood.  Second row center balcony, 3-D!  And I had to give ‘em away 
because it’s the 25th anniversary of Passion and Warfare, and Steve Vai has invited me and Chris 
Frasier and Tommy Mars to come back in the studio and record a couple tracks for the album 
that we never got around to.  So what can I say?
NCV:  Well, if there’s a short list of good reasons to miss the opening day of Force Awakens, a 
gig like that would top mine.  I couldn’t score opening day tickets.  I’ll be seeing it that weekend 
with the kids.    
STU HAMM:  I’m not necessarily a Star Wars guy, but I’m into it—the excitement and the fans; 
I wanted to be on geek patrol!  I just happened to be online the second tickets went on sale.  But 
yes, it’s the perfect excuse to miss it.  That’s for sure!

Stu Hamm Band (Stu Hamm, Alex Skolnick, Joel Taylor).  Monday, December 7, 2015 at 
Nighttown (12383 Cedar Rd, Cleveland, OH 44106).  Tickets $20.  Doors at 7:00pm.  
Jane Getter All-Star Premonition (with Stu Hamm, Alex Skolnick, Adam Holzman, John 
Mader).  Tuesday, December 8, 2015 at Nighttown (12383 Cedar Rd, Cleveland, OH 44106).  
Tickets $20.  Doors at 7:00pm.  
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          I‘m quite surprised by the good weather that we have had so far
     this November. If you remember last year we were buried in about 
a foot of snow and about 20 degrees outside. Well, I better not jinks it 
because I know what we will be having before too long. 
      I’ve been able to get back to a somewhat normal routine again 
after coming back from Denver. It seem as 
though it was some kind of whirlwind dream. 
All the work that I had put into the Smoking 
Hot Guitars in the past 6 months leading up 
to the trip is all behind me for the moment 
and I can start concentrating on the guitar 
repair business with a little more direction 
and concentration now that the trip is over. 
There is still a lot of work to do, but now I 
am able to work the two business’ side by 
side. I fi nd it easy to work the one business in 
the morning and the other in the afternoon.
      I fi nally have been able to fi nish up a 
project that has been on the bench far too 
long. It’s a Martin d-35 that was brought 
to me with a few different issues. The fi rst 
and most important was that the bridge was 
slightly warped and had lifted dramatically 
off of the body. This is not a hard repair 
if done properly. I was able to remove the 
bridge with no damage to the top and then 
proceeded to fl atten the bridge by sanding the 
underside fl at. In this case the warping was 
not so bad that when I took the warp out it 
didn’t lose too much material on the wings of 
the bridge. If you were to have to take a lot of 
material off to fl atten the bridge it’s possible 
to remove too much and lose the structural integrity of the bridge. It 
needs to have a certain thickness so that it can do its job. There is a lot 
of string tension being exerted onto the top so the bridge needs to be 
thick enough to support the pressure.
     The other issue that I had noticed as I was working on the guitar 
was that much of the binding had come loose around the bouts of the 
guitar and on the neck also. This is not very typical and it leads me 
to believe that at some time in the life of this guitar it was exposed 
to some extreme temperature changes or humidity changes. I tend 
to think more on humidity because the extreme temperature changes 
usually cause heavy “checking” in the fi nish and that is not the case 
with this guitar. 
       After re-gluing all of the loose binding I had to fi x a nasty hole 
that had been put into the side of the guitar to house an  electronic 
preamp and control module. The one the customer gave me was much 
smaller than the existing hole. I had to bend some rosewood and put 
on a small patch that looked as professional as it could. We are talking 
about a Martin guitar and there was no way that I wanted to disfi gure 
this instrument anymore than I had to.
      I have also started back up on an old project that had been set aside 
for some time. It’s a harp guitar that was commissioned for a customer 
well over a year or more ago. Sometimes these projects get put on 
hold for one reason or another, but I’m happy to say that I’m back on 

it again. As I have gotten back into it I’ve noticed that there are a few 
things that might have to be changed slightly to accommodate some 
of the features being designed into the instrument. They are nothing 
major, just things that need to be done before I get past the point of 
no return. When building a custom instrument you must always be 

thinking of the next move or procedure that needs 
to be done. You never want to fi nd yourself boxed 
into a corner, or glue something and then realize 
that you should of waited to glue something else 
fi rst. You actually have to build it completely 
in your mind fi rst and then go back and fi gure 
out the best way and the correct sequence of 
procedures so that no mistakes are made in the 
construction process.
      Since returning from my trip out west I have 
realized the hardest part of any business. It’s the 
“behind the scenes” part that nobody likes to talk 
about. The area of business called marketing; 
the area that I have no experience in. Trying to 
organize all of the emails and business cards into 
a data base and then follow up by calling these 
contacts in a timely manner and making sure that 
all of the correspondence with these contacts is 
documented so I don’t forget what was said to 
whom. Now I know why companies have sales 
teams, secretaries and marketing departments. 
People actually go to college for years to learn 
how to do this stuff.  And now that the whole 
social media craze seems to be the new marketing 
strategy, I fi nd myself having to learn all of 
that mess too. I don’t want to sound like I’m 
complaining. I just never thought about this end 

of the business before.           
     The acoustic style pipes that I have for sale are also selling well, 
but I have decided that even though they are selling well at the 
current price of 39.95 plus 5.95 shipping, I have decided to launch a 
huge “Christmas Sale” and lower the price to an astonishing 34.95 
with Free Shipping. This is an incredible savings that will not be 
duplicated. I’m extending this sale all the way through to the fi rst of 
the year to make room for the new SHG products that will be coming 
out in the New Year. My goal is to have as many people as possible 
own them and share them for the holiday season. I have been told 
many times how nice of a gift they make. 
       If anyone wants to take advantage of this incredible savings and 
want to surprise your favorite musician with a handmade heirloom 
that can be cherished forever please feel free to call me at 440-474-
2141 or visit my website www.smokinghotguitars.com This is a 
onetime offer so now’s the time to take advantage so that you can get 
them before Christmas.
     So, again I thank you all for reading and staying up on the latest 
news from the Liam Guitar Shop. Please enjoy the Holiday Season 
and “Stay in Tune” for more to come!

Keep Smiling!
Patrick from Liam Guitars / Smoking Hot Guitars (SHG) 
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Westside Steve

www.westsidesteve.com

To purchase Westside Steve Simmons
newest CD A Pirates Life visit

www.cdbaby.com/artist/westsidestevesimmons

Barbarino's 
    Columbia Station, Ohio

 

Firehouse Grille 
    Malvern, Ohio

 

Sully's Irish Pub 
    Medina, Ohio

              CREED
         Warner Bros MGM | PG13 | 132 min
       OK gang, you know how much I love 
the ROCKY series. Especially the trio of 
1, 2, & 3 as a collective is on my top fi ve 
list of greatest movies ever. Admittedly the 
next 3 aren’t nearly as good but still I had a 
good time watching the Rock beat the snot 
out of Ivan Drago and Tommy Gunn. To be 
honest I’ll be fi rst in line to see Rocky 
seven or eight even if he rolled into the 
ring on a wheelchair. I’m also a huge 
fan of Sylvester Stallone even though I 
agree, the guy has taken some pretty big 
checks to perform in some pretty bad fi lms. Oh well, Paradise Alley 
and Copland were both excellent and under rated.
        But as far as cashing in? I’d sing in a KC and the Sunshine 
Band tribute for enough money...
         Anyway, CREED actually is ROCKY 7, a natural sequel to the 
series and only a few slight twists from the original template.
Early on we fi nd out that Adonis Johnson (Michael B Jordan) is 
actually the illegitimate son of the champion Apollo Creed. In and 
out of foster care he is fi nally taken in by Apollo’s widow (Bill 
Cosby’s TV wife Phylicia Rashad , ironic or what? ) and has been 
raised and educated in a world of luxury, but somewhere deep 
within is a desire and gift for fi ghting, inherited from his long 
passed father.
       Wishing to make it on his own, Adonis fi ghts hard to keep his 
heritage from being known, yet when a golden opportunity lands in 
his lap he comes clean and searches out the guidance of his father’s 
old friend Rocky Balboa (Stallone).
       As a purist, especially in matters of a few legends, this one 
included, I’d have been upset had there been serious changes to 
the time-honored format. Whatever problems I will list, I don’t 
consider major but just enough to place this fi lm among the weaker 
installments.
       First and foremost is an obvious lack of confl ict due to the fact 
that they wanted to use every hook from the past six fi lms without 
nearly enough time to set any of them up properly. Rocky is pretty 
easy to convince when it comes to taking on Adonis as a protégé. 
Adonis’ mother doesn’t want him to follow in the footsteps of 
her husband who died in the ring, and his love interest falls for 
him almost unconditionally with very little effort.  She’s a singer 
with a possible career ending due to a hearing problem that never 
gets resolved. There is none of the drama we remember from the 
relationships between Rocky and Mickey or Rocky and Adrian or 
Rocky and Paulie. 
       But the most underwhelming factor is that in previous fi lms the 
opponent is a pretty nasty son of a bitch, including Apollo Creed, 
until he and Rocky develop a mutual respect, and Clubber Lang 
and Ivan Drago are true villains. Here, British light heavyweight 
champion, Pretty Ricky Conlon (Tony Bellew) is kind of a prick but 
not a monster to be hated or feared. And the ending set up obviously 

for a sequel, well let’s just say you 
could see that coming all the way 
from downtown Philly.

       Still, fear not. Even though 
CREED is basically a cookie cutter 
series of easy clichés, (believe it 
or not even Cuff and Link  have 
a cameo) it is not an unpleasant 
fi lm. You will still be happy and 
you will still get a little bit excited. 
You just won’t be at the edge of 

your seat. As for Sylvester Stallone? He’s very good. He has allowed 
the character of Rocky Balboa to grow up and become a lot more like 
a wise old mentor, a man more adjusted to life outside the ring but 
maintaining the innocent aura of the man he used to be.
        And I have to admit that Michael Jordan’s kid is better than I 
expected him to be. I still don’t think he commands the screen, like 
Stallone did, and might not be able to carry the series for another 6 
rounds.
       But I don’t doubt number 2 is already on the drawing board.
Ironically this is the lowest rating I’ve given any ROCKY movie and it 
still weighs in at...

B-

THE HUNGER GAMES: 
MOCKINJAY PART 2
Lionsgate |  PG13 | 137 min
       Let’s recap, shall we? It was many years ago as I searched through 
available audio books and saw the fi rst installment of a trilogy entitled 
The Hunger Games. Well you know how much I love dystopia and 
post apocalyptic science fi ction and since this thing has a really high 
star rating (customers not critics) I clicked on the buy now for 1 credit 
button.
       Pretty soon I started to get the sneaky feeling that this book was 

By Westside Steve Simmons
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written for the same audience 
that loved the Twilight series. 
(granted, Twilight the fi lm, 
features one of America’s 
worst actors, Kristen Stewart, 
while THE HUNGER 
GAMES has one of the best 
in Jennifer Lawrence). As the 
story dragged on and on and 
the narrator’s voice began 
to grate at me I hoped I’d be 
done with this thing soon, 
but no.
Not long after that book 
number 2 came out and the 
reviews from readers said it 
was much better than the fi rst 
so I reluctantly took a chance. 
You know the old saying, fool 
me once? It was almost exactly the same has the fi rst book only worse. But I had paid one of 
my hard earned credits for the damn thing so by God I was going to fi nish the trilogy. And I 
did.
       So I will repeat my opinion that often there is not enough story to keep dozens of hours of 
print interesting but more than enough for a few hours of excellent cinema.
       So here we are friends. As with The Hobbit the producers looked to the gods of fi nance 
and found that stretching one popular movie into two episodes might possibly double the 
enjoyment, the anticipation and the excitement (or not) but would most certainly double the 
profi t.
So not dissimilar to the avarice of the citizens of the capitol, it’s the lust for power and profi t 
that fi nally leads to the downfall THE HUNGER GAMES series.
       There was probably enough story in book 3 for a solid two and a half hour fi lm but part 1 
used up two of those hours leaving about 30 minutes left to be stretched into 2 hours and 17 
minutes of fi lm. 
There’s nothing particularly wrong with the storyline, the camera work, or even the acting but it 
is incredibly slow.
       The heroine, Katniss, (Lawrence) has been a pawn from the beginning, depending on 
which duplicitous faction had her confi dence, but her motivation through the entire story has 
been love for her friends and family. It was pure chance that her talents with the bow will 
propel her to national fame and be forced into the role of reluctant savior by the resistance 
movement.
       And just like similar movements around the world oftentimes it’s hard to tell the good guys 
from the bad guys without a program. By the time she realizes that and heads into the climax 
we’ve sat through nearly two hours of boredom.
       Of course this snoozefest is helped along by a stellar cast, including, among others, 
Julianne Moore, Stanley Tucci, Donald Sutherland, Woody Harrelson, and the late great Philip 
Seymour Hoffman. I’m sure his presence would have been good for the story but he died before 
shooting his fi nal scenes. The fi lmmakers used what they already had and went the route of a 
rewrite rather than to cheapen the production with CGI.
       While this has been an excellent series across 
the board, the fi nal installment is unfortunately the 
weakest of the bunch, but those of you (well actually 
us) who’ve invested the time really don’t have any 
other choice.
And for the tiny few of you who don’t already know 
the ending it is pretty good.

C+
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Fri. Nov. 20 • 8-11PM
Rider's Inn • Painesville

 
Wed. Nov. 25 • 9-Midnight

Capps Eatery • Leroy
Whooz Playin' Quartet

 
Fri. Dec. 4 8 7:30-10:30PM

Bonedaddy’s Saloon
Len, Tina & Mike Trio

 
Sat. Dec. 5 • 8-11PM

Severino's Pizza • Eastlake
Jon & Len Duo

Whooz Playin’

    To Book: 440-796-3057
WWW.WHOOZPLAYIN.COM

Please note that the First Class Band
and Whooz Playin’ band has been
condensed to just Whooz Playin’

Daily Specials

Full Kitchen Menu

2 HAPPY HOURS!
7:30-10:30am

& 4-6:30pm

Home of the Hoover

306
LOUNGE

7377 Lakeshore Blvd.
Mentor

440.257.3557

VICTOR FRANKENSTEIN
20th Century Fox | PG13 | 110 min
       Way back in 1910 fi rst silent 
fi lm featuring Dr. Frankenstein 
and his monster was released and 
then in 1931 Universal Pictures, 
Boris Karloff and the 19th century 
novel by Mary Shelley all met in 
a perfect storm to create the most 
famous monster fi lm of all time. 
FRANKENSTEIN. Over the last 
hundred years that title has taken on 
a few modifi ers, Young, 1970, Andy 
Warhol’s, Bride of, Revenge 
of, the Evil of, and now Victor 
have all been part of the many 
remakes to date.
       The big guy has met Jesse James, Abbott and Costello, and the Wolfman among others and 
been portrayed by Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, Lon Chaney, Peter Boyle and Robert De Niro to 
name just a few.
       Now it’s 2015, and just missing a Halloween opening by a few weeks we now have the 
latest entry entitled VICTOR FRANKENSTEIN. Remake? Well not exactly. As we know the 
prequel is all the rage these days so this, friends, is a little tale of how Igor (Daniel Radcliffe) 
and the good doctor (James McAvoy) began their partnership and started down the path of 
reanimating the dead.
       That means I fear I must issue a spoiler alert because this story has almost nothing to do 
with the familiar tale told by Mary Shelley all those years ago. To be quite honest I thought this 
tale was refreshing the original for about the fi rst 20 minutes.
       Here the character of Victor Frankenstein is the same lovable lunatic we remember, 
obsessed with the idea of creating life and challenging his nemesis God Almighty. Igor on 
the other hand, was little more than a monosyllabic henchman in the 1930s but today he is an 
erudite and educated assistant to the doctor, well actually medical student at this time, who 
transforms his life. You might remember Gene Wilder’s Dr Frankenstein who once said to 
Marty Feldman’s Igor that he could probably fi x that hump? Well here he does just that and the 
character goes from mistreated circus freak to esteemed colleague in a very short time. Oh yes, 
and they’ve given him a love interest.
      So, without giving you way too much of the plot, let me tell you that as this new information 
unfolds, the fi lm starts to head south fairly quickly.
      Now this might sound a little strange but one of the things that started bothering me was 
everything, the sets, the characters, the experiments, the protagonist and the antagonist were 
all just a little bit too creepy. I know I know this is a Frankenstein movie right? But by creepy I 
mean, grimy, ugly and devoid of charisma all around. The scene in which the doctor repairs the 
hump will probably turn your stomach.
       Remember this is a tale of the doctor’s earlier experiments which will be the precursor of 
his later work with humans.
      One similar theme is the battle between the very strict religious beliefs in 19th century 
England and science. The detective here has been charged with capturing a Hunchback (we 
know who that is) who has been wrongly accused of murder. The detectives neurotic infatuation 
is fueled by his puritanical faith and mental trauma caused by the recent loss of his wife.
Everything soon devolves into an action thriller that culminates in a noisy climax. But 
remember, this is a prequel and the very end is tee’d up for a sequel which we all assume will 
begin at the beginning (if I may quote the absolutely unrelated Sounds of Music) of the classic 
book. Unless, of course, this one tanks.
      VICTOR FRANKENSTEIN begins with a clever and intriguing premise but slowly 
crumbles into the same old rubbish.

C
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By Tom Todd

check out
www.tomtoddmusic.com 

for more information & pictures

Wed, Dec. 2
Debonne
Vineyard
6:00 – 9:30

Sun, Dec. 13
Manner’s
Tree Farm

Noon – 5:00

‘T i s  the Season…
      I can tell it’s the Christmas season 
again! Not because of the snow, or 
the decorations, or the frantic crazed 
shoppers, but because my wife keeps 
watching these inane “Hallmark 
Christmas Specials.” Everyday. All 
day. Several times a day!
     In case you’re from Mars, and have 
never seen a “Hallmark Christmas 
Special,” let me save you some time. First of all, they’re ALL the same plot. See one, and 
you’ve seen ‘em all. They go like this:
     There is a nice, pretty girl from the big evil city. She’s engaged to this evil guy, who wears 
a fancy dark suit and makes evil money. For some reason, she has to spend a few days in this 
weird, backwater village where they have an unhealthy obsession with Christmas. These people 
run around in their Christmas sweaters eating fudge and putting up Christmas decorations and 
singing carols until mistletoe sprouts from their ears. 
      This village is magical, because no matter where it’s supposedly located, whether it’s New 
York or Alaska, it looks kind of like southern California. It has not snowed yet, and everyone 
wonders if it’ll snow for Christmas. I yell at my TV, saying, “There’s a guy on the roof with a 
fake snow machine!” but they never hear me.
      Anyway, in this village there is a young man who wears BIG, BRIGHT sweaters. All the 
time. All year. He’s tall and handsome and everyone in town likes him, but for some strange 
reason, he’s never had a girlfriend (maybe because of the sweaters). 
     So, he and the girl meet, and it’s obvious that they were destined to be together, because 
the music gets really sweet and mushy here. She spends time with the sweater-guy’s family, 
and everyone eats Christmas cookies, shares hugs, and is amazingly happy. (Maybe they put 
something in those cookies!) 
     But there are problems. The guy and his dad 
don’t really get along because of some long-ago 
issue with a reindeer. And the girl is there to tell 
the town that her evil fi ancé back in the evil city 
wants to tear down the village to build an oil 
refi nery, or slum, or maybe he just likes tearing 
down villages. 
     Finally, it’s Christmas eve and the girl is 
heading to the airport to leave forever, because 
she heard about the sweater-guy’s history with 
the reindeer. She’s about to board the plane when 
the sweater-guy arrives, (he somehow got a taxi 
in that little village on Christmas eve, fought 
his way through the crowded airport and zipped 
through security) to tell her he loves her. In the 
blink of an eye she gives up her old evil fi ancé, 
the promise of fi nancial security, a career, a nice 
apartment, and all her worldly possessions back 
in the city, to start a new life in this weird little 
town with sweater-guy to sell tinsel in the village 
Christmas shop. 
     They go back to the Christmas obsessed 
village, strolling up to the sweater-guy’s house, 
(he still lives with his parents) and the snow-
making machine kicks on, covering everyone 
in their Christmas sweaters with soft, beautiful 
fake snow. And everyone forgets their problems, 
shares hugs and sings Christmas songs, because 
those cookies are sooo good! 
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STRANGE SANTA!

(Answers on Page 28)

~ Rick Ray

        Yet another letter to Snarp that’s just 
begging to be answered!  Its Holiday letters 
like these that just put a warm spot in my 
heart knowing that again some poor soul may 
fi nd solace in my advice!  Many years of 
experience have taught me to be very gentle 
with my approach to answering letters at this 
time of year as emotions can be high and even 
confusing for some.  So let’s see what we can 
do for this reader who calls himself; “Familiar 
Stranger”, he asked the question; “Does Santa 
Claus really exist?”

Dear Familiar Stranger,
       Thank you for writing and trusting me 
with such a delicate topic.  I’ll do my best to 
answer it with as much love and respect that 
you seem to have for my advice.
       But before I answer your question, I need 
to know something; I really… really need 
to know how can you be familiar if you’re 
a stranger?  Then again how can you be a 
stranger if you’re familiar?

This is confusing me terribly! 
       I mean with a name like that what if you 
weren’t familiar would that mean that you 
weren’t a stranger too? And if you weren’t 
a stranger would that mean that you weren’t 
familiar also? Or if you weren’t familiar does 
that mean you’re strange, or strangely familiar, 
or familiarly strange?
       And if you weren’t familiarly strange 
would that mean you weren’t strangely 
familiar too? Or maybe you’re a strange 
stranger or familiarly familiar! If you are a 
strange stranger then I sense danger, which 

brings to mind the term “Stranger Danger”! 

Hmmm…
       Well I think you’re a strangely unfamiliar 
dangerous stranger for writing to me with a 
name like that!  That’s just wrong!  It’s like 
putting a blind man in a round room and 
telling him to go pee in the corner!
       Why in the hell did you use a name like 
Familiar Stranger and cause me to get lost in 
the deepest parts of my cavernous mind going 
in circles for hours!  You had me talking to 
myself… AGAIN!  I hate it when I do that, 
it‘s like having two minds and trying to decide 
if they’re both wrong! 
       So you want me to answer your question; 
“Does Santa Claus really exist?”  I know the 
answer but I’m not going to tell you, not after 
what you did to me!  Do you have any idea 
what happens to a person who gets stuck in 
my mind for hours… assbag?  It leaves mental 
scars and will make you poop funny for days!
        Does Santa Claus really exist?  You bet 
he does, but he’s not a cheery and bright cute 
little fat man with pretty clothes bringing you 
pretty little presents to put under your pretty 
little tree, oh no… not for you buddy!  He’s 
sending his ugly troll Cousin ‘Krap Kringle’ 
to your house!  He’ll pee on your tree and all 
of your furniture; he’ll eat holes in all your 
socks and underwear, knaw the legs and ears 
off your teddy bears and hide under your bed, 
waiting for you to get up!
       But hey, thanks for writing, and you have 
yourself a Merry Friggen Christmas too!

~Snarp
www.snarpfarkle.com
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Visit us at www.visitconneautohio.com
440-593-2402

Please join us for an extended vacation or just spend a
weekend in the northeastern most portion of the state! 

Santa is Coming to Conneaut!!
                      Sponsored by the Conneaut Board of Tourism

               The First Three Saturdays in December
December 5, December 12, December 19

4:30 to 7:00 pm
Lakeview Park • 340 Erie Street • Conneaut

See the wonderful Holiday Greeting Cards displayed in the 
park, visit with Santa and enjoy a horse-drawn

carriage ride in a Central Park carriage!
Enjoy this free holiday event with friends & family!

 CHILDREN OF ALL AGES WELCOME!
TREATS and SPECIAL TOKEN FOR EVERY CHILD

Be sure to bring your camera!
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